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D E G R E E S C O N F E R R E D 
By 
P O S T S E C O !J D A R Y 
I N S T I T U T I O N S 
I N 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
1979 - 80 AND 1980 - 81 
'~'fl'T 11 1 . , 't ' r.' .. 
s IC I COf'vVVll ss I QI~ a-.J HIGHER EDUCATION 
COLUMBIA) S,C, 




S. C. C0f'l.'IESH>N C'N HIGHER EDUCATION. 
1 ·~;:~ C •;_i f.£!.·I~j Srn.EET 
.. s .. .c..... 2.9..201 
( 
u .s. u . E. PRO GRAM · NAM ES BACCALAUREAT E MASTER Is + ls T DOCT UR 1 S 
TAXO NU MY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSI ON AL 
1960 198 l 1980 19 81 1 980 1981 
' ' I 
010.2 00 .AGRONOMY ,· 
CLEMSO N UNIV ERSITY 4 5 0 0 
0104 00 ANIM AL SCI ENCE 
CL EMSON UNIV ERSITY 2 0 
. 0105 uo DAIRY SCIENCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 1 3 
0106 00 POUL TRY SCI ENCE . 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY l 2 
010 8 0 0 HORTICULTURE 
CL EM SON UNIVERSITY 9 2 
0111 01 AGRI CULTURAL ECONOMICS 
CLE MS ON UNIVERSITY 13 '1' ",>•·r•i •i , I ·,~ ,,,,, 15 6 6 
0111 02 APPLI ED ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 3 3 
01 1 3 00 FOO D SCl ENCE 
CLEMSO N UNIVERSITY 3 5 
0114 00 FOREST MAN AGEMENT 
CL EMSON UNIV ERS ITY ,44 
,f;,t\'Jr t\'+'1(4 'l' / f t1 I 111• 
25 
0114 Ul FORESTRY 









tL~Mi ON UNIV~RSITY 
0199 02 ANIMAL INDUSTRIES 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
0199 03 PLANT SCIENCES 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
0199 04 ANIMAL AND FOOD INDUSTRIES 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
0199 05 PRE-FORESTRY 
NEW B t:RR Y COL LEGE 
,· 
TOTAL AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
0202 UO ARCHITECTURE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
0203 00 INTERIOR DESIGN 
WIN THROP COLLEGE 
0206 01 CITY ANC REGIONAL PLANNING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 










'(h';l f •l ' I I~ ' i•• ' 
5 2 
16 11 
1f'l"\ "f(' r,;/j!~ ' ll'"lf 11 I . r' • 
3 1 
MASTER'S + 1ST 









u.s.0.1:. PROGRAM NAMES l1ACCALAUR EAT E MASTER'S + 1ST DOCTOR'S 
T AXONUMY + INSTITUTIONS PR OF ESS IO N AL 
'I 1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 l 981 
: 
• . I • 
' ' ' 
I 
. ' 0299 01 ARCHlTECTURA~ DESIGN 
CLE~SON 6NlV~RSITY 54 48 
02 99 02 BUILDING SCIENCE 
CLEMS ON UNIVERSITY 20 13 
TOTAL ARCHITECTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 9[;3 75 25 41 0 0 
0301 00 AS IAN AREA ' STUDIES 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
0308 00 LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 1 2 
WINTHR OP COLLEGE ----- ----- ----- --- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 1 2 0 0 0 0 
0399 Ol ASIAN / AFRICAN STUDIES 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY •~'1f'~ ii t , I I~ 'o I' ' 0 
0 399 02 SOUTHERN STUDIES 
ERSKINE COLLEGE l 0 
0399 03 INTERCULTURAL STUDIES 
WOFFORC COLL EGE l 0 
TOTAL AREA STUDIES 3 2 0 0 0 0 
·l"fll \ 'fr 11':An •~1t1• ·1 ' , , ,,, 
040 l 00 BIOLOGY 
TI-E CITADEL 33 26 6 6 
u.s. o.E. 
T AX UNuMY 
PROGRAM NAMES 
+ INSTITUTION S 
I 
0 4 0 1 u O 8 IO LO G Y, · , ' 
' COLL t GE OF CHARL ESTON 
FR ANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
LAND ER COLLEGE 
S. C. STATE COLLEGE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 
U.S.C. - SPA RTANBURG 
WINTHROP COLLEGt 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 
BE NEDICT COLLEGE 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 
COKER COLLEGE 
(, OLUMBIA COLLE GE 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 
E:R SKI NE COLLEGE 
FURM AN UNIVERSITY 
LIME STON E COLLEGE 
MORRIS COLLEGE 
NEWB ERRY COLLEGE 
PR EStiYTEkIAN COLLEGE 
VOO RHEES COLLEGE 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 
SU8TOTAL 
040 2 0 0 tiOT ANY 
CLtMS ON UNIVERSITY 
0404 00 PLANT PATHOLOG Y 











































































u.s. o.E. PROGRAM NAMES \ BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S .. + 1ST DOC TOf{' S 
T AXlJNOMY + INSTITUTIONS PROF ES SIONAL 




0406 00 PLANT PHYSIOLOGY · 
. . ) ' ' 
' CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 0 4 
0407 00 Z OULOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 28 28 1 4 l 3 
0408 00 PATHOLOGY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 0 0 2 l 
0409 00 PHARMACOLOGY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S . C. 0 1 0 l 
0410 00 PHYSIOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. ----- ----- ____ z. ____ .Q ___ 3. -~--1 SUBTOTAL 0 0 2 0 3 1 
0410 02 AN I ~AL PHYSIOLOGY 'II,~~· ,1 t , I ," I fl• " 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 2 2 
0 4 11 0 0 IMMUNOLOGY & MIC ROB IOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 34 2 6 9 4 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY Of S.C. ----- ----- ____ o. ___ ,Q ___ j __ . __ l. SUBTOTAL 34 26 9 4 3 l 
0412 00 ANATOMY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S. C. 4 l 0 2 
i'i"'\t ' 1l'\,,'f1'•·•fll11'11 ' I, ' r' •I' 
0414 00 BIOCHEMISTRY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 10 16 2 2 2 0 
----
\ u.s. u. E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCA LAUREATE MAS TER.1 S . + 1ST DOC TOR Is 
T AXG NOM Y + INSl"lTUTlONS PROFESSIONAL 
1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 
. I 
: 
I . I 
0414 00 ~lOCHEMISTR.Y .. ,· 
' MEDltAL1 UNIVERSIT Y OF S . C. _.., ___ ----- _..:_ __ 2 ____ .Q ____ ,2 ____ J SUlHOTAL 10 16 7 2 4 3 
O<tl6 UO CELLULAR & MOLECULAR BIOLOGY & PATH0810. 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C . 0 l 
0418 00 MARINE BIOLOGY 
COLLEGE OF CHARL ESTON 13 14 6 it 
U.S . C. - COLUMBIA 35 20 6 4 2 1 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLI NA ___ 2..l ____ 2. ----- --- ----- -----SUBTOTAL 69 43 12 8 2 l 
0419 lJO BIOMETRY 
MEDILAL UNI VERSITY OF S.C . 4 3 0 0 
042 l 00 ENT OMO LOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERS!TY 7 5 3 l) 
'11 1h•11 , , 1 1n ' 1·, .. 
0424 uo NUTRITION 
CLEMSUN UNIVERSITY 7 18 0 3 
0499 01 ECONO MIC BIOLOGY 
CL EMSON UNIVERSITY 22 28 
0499 U2 WILDLIFE BIOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 8 6 
'l'fll\~• f.-,'1!~ 1><1r1" • ·,,, r 
TOTAL BIOLO GICAL SCI ENCES 681 563 100 s1 · 28 3 1 
u.s.0.1.::. 
TAXCNOMY 





MARKETINi;; ·· 1' 
u.s~c~ ~ · cOLUMBIA 
0509 00 





0510 00 TRANSPORTATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
0510 0l URBAN TRANSPORTATION 
FRlENOSr.IP COLLEGE 
051 2 UO INSURANCE 
u.s.C. - COLUMBIA 
0513 0 0 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
NE WB ERRY COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
0514 01 SECR ETARIAL STUDIES 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 
VOORHE ES COLLEG E 
SUBTOTAL 
05 1 4 02 OF FICE ADMINISTRATION ' 
LANDER COLLEGE 
!;;AC CA LAUREATE 








'" '1~f 'l " , I ,, I I'' " 
0 
0 ___ Jl 
0 












MAST ER ' S + l ST 












DlJ CTOR ' S 






u.s. o .E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S + 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONUMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 





O 514 02 OFFICE ADMINISTRATION ,· 
· s.c. · Sl~TE COLLEGE 9 6 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 6 9 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 16 6 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY ___ J..b ---"l ----- ----- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 47 42 0 0 0 0 
0516 00 PERSONNEL/INOUSTR1AL RELATIONS 
WINTHR OP COLLEGE 8 7 
0517 00 ECONOMICS 
LANCER COLLEGE 
u.s.C. - COLUMBIA 14 7 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 1 2 
COKER COLLEGE 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE ____ .Q ___ 21. ----- ---- --- -----SUBTOTAL 15 62 0 0 0 0 
051 7 01 ECONOMICS/ACCOUNTING 'fl (,If~ 1) f I 11 ' \• " 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 5 11 
059 9 01 MANAGEMENT SCIENCE 
U. S.C . - COLUMBIA 42 37 
~APTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON -----" 
____ , 
----- ---- ---- -----SUBTOT AL 44 39 0 0 0 0 
0599 02 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 61 70 
'/ f'}\ ')f' r, ,'tf4 11//1'11 1· ' P'•II 




PR OGRAM NAM ES 








0599 04 ADMINISTRATIVE TECHNOLOGY 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
,· 
0599 05 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & CHEMISTRY 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 
BACCALAUREATE 











0599 06 BUSINESS ADMIN. AND INDUSTRI -AL SAFETY 
NEWBE RRY COLLEGE 5 2 




0599 08 MARKETING AND MANAGEMENT 
~ EN EDI(, T COLLEGE 
TOTAL BUSINESS AND MANAGEMENT 
0601 00 COMMUNICATIONS, GENERAL 











'f~\~·~2~'.!!l .,..,1• ____ .Q 
29 29 














u.s.o. E. PROGRAM · NAMES BACCALAU~EATE 




0602 00 NEW S-E O ITOR 1'Ai.. · ,· 
·u.s.c . .:. COlUMBIA 37 
BENEDICT COLLEGE ____ 2 
5UBTOTAL 39 
0603 01 t>ROAlJCASTING 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA , 47 
BENi:OICT COLLEGE ____ 1 
SUBTOTAL 54 
0 60 3 0 2 BROADCAST ENGINEERING 
BOB JONES UNIVER SITY 11 
Ob03 03 BROADCAST MANAGEMENT 
tiOB JONES UNIVERSITY 0 
0604 00 AOVERTISlNG-PUBLIC RELATIONS 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 123 
1~1~f I) 1 , 1 fll I \ •• 
0604 O l PUBLIC CUMMUNICATIONS / MKT. JOURNALISM 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 
0605 00 MEDIA ARTS 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 




i'f"\\~•1\> "11• 1M 1' 1. 1'·11' 
0699 01 COMM. ARTS, SPEECH/DRAMA EMPHASIS 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 
1981 
51 ____ 2 
56 










MASTER'S + 1ST DOCTOR ' S 
PROFESSIONAL 
1980 1981 1980 l9cH 
----- --- ----- -----
0 , 0 0 0 
---- --- ---- -----




u.s.o. t: . PROGR AM NAMES HAC CA LAU REATE MASTE R'S + 1ST DOCTOR'S 
f AXONOM Y + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1980 l 981 1980 1981 1 980 1981 
I . 
. I 
0699 02 COMMUN~CATION ARTS, ART EM•PHASIS 
•cciLUMBlA COLLEGE . . l 
TOTAL COMMUNICATIONS 281 354 44 57 0 0 
070 i 00 COMPUTER SCIENCE . 
ThE CITADEL 2 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 8 0 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 0 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 0 2 
LANDER COLLEGE 0 
u.s . c. - COLUMBIA 51 56 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY ___ J..Z, __ _l!2, ----- --- --- -----SUBTOTAL 63 84 0 0 0 0 
0701 01 APPLIED MATH 
U.S . C. - SPARTANBURG 0 l 
0701 02 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT ·rt iWt •t ' I I~ ' ~ ., 
u.s.c . - SPARTANBURG 0 0 
0799 00 SOF TWARE DEVELOPMENT 
U.S.C. - COL UMBIA 11 · 15 
TOTAL COMPUTER AND INFORMATIUN SCIENCES 63 85 11 15 0 0 
U80l 00 ECUCATION, GENERAL 





, 0802 00 
PRO GRAM · NAM ES 
+ INSTITUTIONS 
I • 
. I . 
EDUCATION, GENERAL 





ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
LANCER COLLEGE 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
U.S.C. - . COLUMBIA 
U.S.C. - AIKl:N 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 
8ENEDICT COLLEGE: 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 
CLAFLI N COLLEGE 
COKER COLLEGE 

































































































u.s.o.E. PR OG RAM NAMES BACCALAUREAT E MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S T AXONUMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESS ION AL 
'I .L.980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 
• I 
. ' 0802 00 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
·votJRHEES 'COLLEGE . 23 13 
WOFFORD COLLEGE -----
____ Q 
----- --- --- -----SUBTOTAL 905 816 508 396 4 14 
0803 00 5 lCONO ARY EDUCATION, GENERAL 
TrE CITADEL 14 24 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 0 0 . 16 20 
COLL EGE OF CHARLESTON 15 12 s.c. STAT E CCLLEGE 18 6 100 103 
u.s.L. - COLUMBIA 96 98 7 1 U.S.C. - AIKEN 16 10 
u.s.c. - COASTAL CAROLINA 13 15 
U.S.L. - SPARTANBURG 8 20 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 17 12 
BCB JONES UNIVERSITY 0 0 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 0 0 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 39 32 
r10RR IS COLLEGE ____ .Q ____ .Q --·--- ---- --- -----SUBTOTAL 70 63 282 289 1 1 
'"'7t11' '1 I I Ii I ·" 
0803 01 ENGLISh EDUCATION 
U.S.L. - COLUMBIA 14 12 
8EN ED ICT COLLEGE 6 3 
BOB JON ES UNIVERSITY 14 5 7 5 
VO ORHEES COLLEGE ___ _ .Q ___ Q. ----- --- ---- -----~UBTOTAL 34 20 7 5 0 0 
0803 02 FRENCH EDUCATION 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 2 l 
'f f'\~\'j, 11•,fi~ ... ,ti• \, i 'o\ 
0803 0 3 GERMAN EDUCATION 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA l 1 






0803 04 LATIN EDUCAT10N 
u.s.t. ~ COLUMBIA 
0803 US SPANISH EDUCATION 
u.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
· 0803 06 HISTOR Y EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 
8GB JONES 'UNIVERSITY 
SUBTOTAL 
080 3 0 7 SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 
BOB JONES uNIVERSITY 
SUBTOTAL 
0 803 08 PSYCHOLOGY EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
0 8 03 0 9 LIBRARY EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBI A 
0803 10 LANGUAGE EDUCATION 
BOB JONES UNIV ERS ITY 
0803 11 SPEECH EDUCATION 
































M.\STER'S + 1ST 
PROFi:SS IDNAL 













u. s . o. E. PRO GRM~ NAM ES BACCALAUREAT E MAST ER'S + 1ST DO C TOR'S 
TAXO NOM Y + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 
I 
oao1 uo ACU LT i ,CO NTINUING EDUCATION 
U • S • C. • _.;. COL ·uM B I A . , 25 
080 8 uo SPECIAL EDUCATION 
Th E C.lTADEL 27 33 
COLLEG E OF CHARL ESTON 1 2 23 7 14 
s.c. STATE COLL EG E' 12 12 
U.S.L. - COLUM BIA 34 17 
WINTH ROP COLLEG E 47 56 30 27 
tlAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 
LOLUM8IA COLLEGE 8 17 
CONV ERSE COLLEGE 10 15 17 18 
i:: RSKIN E COLLEGE 
FU RMAN UNIV ERSITY 9 13 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 7 7 
WCFFORD COLLEGE ----- ____ .Q. ----- - ·--- ---- -----SUBTOTAL l 05 143 115 109 0 0 
08 09 00 SP ECIAL EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION 
U.S.L. - COLUMB1A 3 7 
'rt 1~~ 'l ' , 1 i" 1· ' 
0810 00 EDUCATI ON OF TH E MENTALLY RETARDED 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 0 ·O 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 16 15 
CENT RAL WESLEYAN COLLE GE 3 4 
COK ER CGLLEGE ____ .Q ____ l ·----- ---- ---- -----SU tHOTAL 3 5 16 15 0 0 
0812 00 cCUCATI ON OF THE DEAF 
(.ONVERSE C. OLLEGE 11 5 
~~\'j,'1lvjO ·V1l 1• 1 f"l i 
0814 00 EDUCATION OF VI SUALLY HANDICAPPED 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 0 1 
( 
u.s. o.E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCA LAUREATE MASTER'S + 1ST DOCT OR' S 
T AXUNOMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 
1 
. I 
0 815 uo SP2ECH CORREC1ION - ,· 
COLUMB I A COLLEGE 7 15 
0818 00 SPECIAL/LEARNING DISABILITY 
COKER COLLEGE 2 
· 0819 00 EDUCATION OF ORTHOPEDICALLY HANDICAPPED 
U. S.C . - COLUMBlA 0 0 
0 821 uo FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMB1A 3 3 
0 82 3 00 EARLY CblLDHOOO EDUCATION 
tLEMSON UNIVER~ITY 51 45 
COLLEGE OF LHARLESTON 11 19 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 0 0 
LANDER COLLEGE 25 23 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA 99 99 121. 110 
U.S.C. - AIKEN .,,1•r 11 1: 1 11 2 2' · 14 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 20 15 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 23 19 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 28 17 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY l 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 3 10 
CLAFLIN C.OLLEGE 0 0 
COKER CGLLEGE l 1 
COLUMUIA C.OLLEGE 14 15 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 7 6 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 2 







0824 00 ECUCATICNAL RESEARCH 
U.s.c. ~COLUMBIA . 
0825 00 EDUCATIONAL TESTING 
0.s.c. - COLUMBIA 
0826 01 STUDENT PERSONNEL 
Tt-lE CIT ADEL 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
5.C. STATE COLLEGE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 
LlMESTCNE COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
0826 02 ELEMcNTARY SCHOOL GUIDANCE 
FRANLIS MARION COLLEGE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
SUBTOTAL 
0826 03 SECONDARY SCHOOL GUIDANCE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
0826 04 REHAolL1TATlON COUNSELING 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
SUBTOTAL 






____ ..Q ----~ 
6 5 
·~ '?•'f "7-:-7-01 • 0 
0 0 
'T' ( •h'\r' ,1•,jU ·• ~rl'1 I I .,, 








































0826 05 STUD ENT . PERSONNEL SERVICES 1 • 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
BUD JONES UNIVERSITY 
SUBTOTAL 
082b 06 COUNSELOR EDUCATION 
5.C. STATE COLLEGE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
SUBTOTAL 
0826 07 GUIDANCE 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
0827 01 EOUCATIGNAL ADMINISTRATION 
THE CITADEL 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
W INTHRGP COLLEGE 
BGB JONES UNIVERSITY 
SUBTOTAL 
0827 02 HEALTH EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
0829 00 CURR1CULUM & INSTRUCTION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
0829 01 INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA 







•rt1• t 11 ;-:-,-,. -a · 
-----
0 







MASTER'S .+ 1ST 
PR OFES SI ONA L 















































u.s.o. E. PRuGRAM · NAMES t\AC.CALAUREATE MASTER'S + 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAX ONLJMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 
I 
' 08 3 0 00 RE ADING ~DUC~TION 
TH: CITADEL 37 31 
LLEMSON UNIVERSIT Y 18 40 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 0 0 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 33 54 1 3 
WINTHROP COLLEGE ----- ----- ___ l.5. __ lJ --- -----SUl:HOTAL 0 0 103 138 l ,3 
08}1 00 ART EDUCATION 
S .L. STATE COLL EG E 5 5 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 13 11 2 0 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 
BENElJlCT COLLEGE 5 8 
~OB JONES UNIVERSITY 5 3 
COKER COLLEGE 0 0 
LIM ESTONE COLLEGE ____ 2 ____ l ---- ---- ---- ----SUBTOTAL 30 28 2 0 0 0 
0832 00 MUSIC ECUCATION 
LANDER COLLEGE 7 5 
s.c . STATE COLLEGE ·~ 1• r· ii • . ' r" l 7 ' ., 9 
U. S.C. - COLUMBIA 22 16 7 17 
WINTHROP COLLE GE 4 8 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY l l 
BAPT IST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 4 1 
BENED ICT COLLEGE 1 
BOB JONES UNIVER SITY 25 27 0 1 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 2 4 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 5 2 
COKER COLL EGE 1 1 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 2 1 0 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 7 3 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 1 l"t\'y ,~vfl • ~,1 1• 2 1··•. 0 
u.s.o.E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTE:R•S + 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
·1 198 0 1981 1980 198 l 1980 1981 
' . 
• · , I 
1 
0832 00 MUSIC ECUCATION 
FU~MAN ~NlVERSITY 0 0 
LIMESTGNE COLLEGE · 14 7 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE ____ ,a ___ ,a ----- ___ _._ ---- ------SUBTOTAL 117 95 l l 26 0 0 
0832 01 ChORAL MUSIC 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 9 5 
BENEDICT COLLEGE ----~ ____ .Q ----- ---- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 14 5 0 0 0 0 
0832 02 INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC 
WINTHROP .COLLEGE 0 2 
BENEDICT COLLEGE ____ .Q ____ Q. ---- ---- ---- -----SUOTUTAL 0 2 0 0 0 0 
0832 03 PIANO PEDAGOGY 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 1 0 
•iHi t )'' 'l ·I' , I In 1··· 
0833 00 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 7 3 
BEN EDICT COLLEGE 1 2 
BO~ JONES UNIVERSITY 4 6 3 0 
CUKI::R COLLEGE 
VOORHEES .COLLEGE ___ .Q ____ .Q. ---- ----- --- -----.:>UBTOTAL 12 11 3 0 0 0 
0834 01 NATURAL SCIENCE EDUCATION 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 36 18 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA , ,..., ,.. 1~,.fl • Wfl t' 'O' , . ., 0 
u. s . 0. 1: . PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S + lST · O(Jl, TOR Is 
TAX ONO MY + IN~TITUTlONS PROFc:SS ION AL · 
1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 
I 
. I 
0834 01 NATURAL SCIENCE EDUCATION 1 ' 
BEN ED.I c T' COLLEGE l 0 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY ____ _a ___ 2_ _____ Q. ____ .2 --- -----SUBTOTAL 45 21 0 ,2 0 0 
0834 02 BIULOGY EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 5 0 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 0 0 
iH:NEDICT COLLEGE 0 0 
VOORHEES COLLEGE ____ .Q _ ___ .Q. ---- ---- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 5 0 0 0 0 0 
0834 03 ChEMISTRY EDUCATION 
U.S . C. - COLUMBIA 0 0 
BENEDICT COLLEGE ____ .Q ___ .Q ----- ---- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0834 04 PHYSICS EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 0 l 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 'IHJt f it I , I ? _QI ' _____ Q ---- ----- ---·- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 0 1 0 0 0 0 
08 3 5 0 0 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
THE CITADEL 26 22 l l 9 
LANDER COLLEGE 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 36 29 
U.S.L. - COLUMBIA 75 42 23 18 
U • S • C. - A I KEN 9 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 24 27 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 11 10 
wINTHROP COLLEGE '"""1t ,~¥~• • ''3 2 1 ··• 30 
u.s.o.E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAuREAT E MASTER'S + 1ST DOC TOR'S 
TAXONOMY + l NST IT UT IONS PROFESS ION AL · 
1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 l. 981 
I 
0835 00 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
ALLEN UN ,IVERS I TY 7 0 
~APTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 13 8 
e.ENEDICT COLLEGE 36 9 
808 JONES UNIVERSITY 19 12 0 4 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 2 4 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE iO 21 
COKER COLLEGE 9 3 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 5 4 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 14 7 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 15 21 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 10 l 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE ----"~ 
___ 2.1 ----- --·--- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 370 286 34 31 0 0 
0835 01 HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
LLAFLIN COLLEGE 
0835 oz HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION, RECREATION 
LANC ER COLLEGE 20 12 
•~'?fl' If I I 1,t 
,, .. ,
0837 00 H!:AL TH EDU CATION 
s.c. STATE COL LEGE 0 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA ---~.a ___ .:i2 ___ l.Q ___ .5. ---- ---- -SUl:HOTAL 38 39 10 5 0 0 
0838 01 BUSINESS EDUCATI ON 
LANDER COLLEGE 3 7 
s.c . STATE COLLEGE 9 12 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA 13 17 17 7 
~I INTHROP COL LEGE ~ r,;,1•r ,~,:f l l, 1l'i' _3 1 '••.\ 8 8 9 
u.s. o.E. 
TAX CNLJ MY 




0838 01 BUSINESS, EOUCATION 
ALLEN UNIVERSJTY 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 
BOB JUNES UNIVERSITY 
COKEk COLLEGE 
VOORHEES COLLEGE · 
SUBTOTAL 
0838 02 DlSTRl~UTIVE EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
08 3 9 00 INDUSTRIAL ECUCATION 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
S .C. STATE COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 






2 ____ ,2 
58 
5 ____ 1 
12 












___ l .Q 
43 
08 39 01 VOCATIONAL ANO TECHNICAL EDUCATION ·~'? tH 1; ' 11 1 • 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
0899 01 SUCIAL SCIENCE EDUCATION 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 
0899 U2 ELEM ENTARY & EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
NEWB ERRY COLLEGE 5 
0899 03 AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 

























u.s.o.E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MAST ER 'S + 1ST DOCTO R' S 
TAXO NOM Y + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL , 
1. 980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 
F I 
0899 04 LI BRAR Y EDUCATION 
S.C. STiTE LciLLEG~ 5 3 
WINTHROP COLLEGE ----- - --- ----- ---- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 5 3 0 ,0 0 0 
0899 05 LEARNING DISABILfTIES 
FRANLIS MARION COLLEGE 0 0 
CONVERSE COLLEGE ----P ____ Q ----- ---- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0899 06 HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
s.c. STATE COLLEGE 9 7 
WINTHRGP .COLLEGE ll 13 7 12 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 17 12 
ERSKINE COLLEGE ____ J ____ _Q ---- ----- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 40 32 7 12 0 0 
0899 07 TH ERA PEUTIC RECREATION & ADMINISTRATION 
tiENEDICT COLLEGE 22 13 
·n~t l" 'I ' :; ,ri I' , 
0899 08 COMMUNITY & OCCUP ATIONAL PRGMS. IN ED. 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 0 16 
08 99 09 SCHOOL LIBRARIANSHIP 
WIN THROP COLLEGE 22 9 
TOlAL ECUCATION 2410 2126 1837 1658 56 66 
~ .... \ ')!' l~'f1'.j • 1Pi ' I ' ' L 
0903 uo AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 15 10 2 0 2 0 
I 
( 
u. s . o. E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S + 1ST DOCTOR'S 
T AXONU MY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL · 
1980 1901 1980 1981 1 980 1981 
. . I 
I 
0 9 05 00 BIOENGINEERING 
CLcMSON ,UNIVERSITY 7 5 0 l 
0 9 06 00 CHEMICAL ENGINEE k lNG 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 49 53 5 3 0 2 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA ___ z.2 __ ::iZ ____ Q. ___ i ___ l ____ Q 
SU BTOTAL 74 85 11 7 1 2 
090 8 00 CIVIL ENGINEERING 
TH E CITADEL 34 30 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 81 83 9 11 0 0 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA ___ z.1 __ -3,.Q ___ ll --1~ ___ .Q ____ l 
SUBTOTAL 142 143 20 29 0 1 
0 9 09 00 ELECTRICAL ENGIN EERING 
THE CITADEL 19 26 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 55 77 14 12 1 0 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA ---~-" ___ 22. ___ la ___ .2,.Q ____ .Q ____ J.. SUBT OTAL 120 i55 ' 32 . 32 l l 
tt1t r 11 ·• I 1'1 I, 
' 0910 00 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 52 88 10 1-2 0 0 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA ___ !1;J. ----"i ____ Q. ____ .a ____ ,l ____ l SUBTOTAL 93 152 16 20 1 l 
0913 u l INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT 
CL EMSON UNIVERSITY 36 39 
0 9 13 02 AOMI Nl STRATlVE MANAGEMENT , ,..,.\1" ,,.r • .,~ ,r ,· . , ., 
CLEMS ON UNIV ERSITY 208 182 
u.s. o . E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAU REAT E MAST ER'S+ l ST DOCTOR'S 
T AXONuMY + INSTITUTIONS PR OFESS ION AL · 




0913 03 ENGINEE~ING MANAGEMENT ,· 
CL EMSbN UNIVERSITY l l 
0 9 1 3 04 MANAGEMENT 
CLEMS ON UNIVERSITY 13 9 
· 0 9 1 3 U5 MANAG EMENT SCIENCE 
CL EMS ON UNIVERSITY 2 2 
0915 \JO MATERIALS ENGINE ERING 
CL EMSON UNIVERSiTY l 0 
09 1 6 00 CERAMIC ENGINEE RING 
CL EMSON UNIV ERSITY 15 26 2 1 
0 91 7 00 TEXTILE TECHNOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 14 18 
'll-? t·r11 ·1;1 i' ,,., 
0921 00 ENGINE ERING MECHANICS 
CLEMSO N UNIVER S ITY 0 2 1 0 
0 9 22 OU ENVIRO NMEN TAL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
CLEMSON UNI VERS ITY 1 7 20 0 1 
092 5 0 0 ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES 
CLEM~ON UNIVERSITY 55 50 
fRANCIS MARION COLLEGE ,,....1'jr ,~.r•··~rff 6 ' '·11 3 
l 
( 
u.s. o .E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S + 1ST · DOCTOR ' S 
TAX ONOMY + INSTlTUTIONS PROFESS ION AL 
198 0 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 
1 
0925 l)Q ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGIES · 
s ·. C ~ STATE CdLLEGE __ _;z.a ___ !tl ----- ---- ---- -----.:iUBlOTAL 89 94 0 0 0 0 
0999 01 AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION & BUSINlS~ 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 12 23 
0999 u2 ENGINEERING ANALYSIS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 7 3 
oc;99 03 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 6 4 0 0 
0999 04 WATER RESOURCES ENGINEERING 
CLcMSON UNIVERSITY 
0999 05 AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY -~1h 11 'i ' 11 I ' 6 l 
0 S9 S O 6 COMPUTER ENGINEERING 
LLEMSON UNIVERSITY 0 0 
TOT AL ENGINEERING 825 930 133 130 9 10 
1001 l)Q FINE ARTS, GENERAL 
CLEMSON UNIVERSIT Y 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON , ,..,.I')(, -.~· ' '3 5 ' .,, 45 
u.s. 0. 1: . PROGRAM NAME S dACCALAUREATE MASTER'S + 1ST DO C TOR• S 
TAX ONOMY + INSTITUT10N S PROF ESS ION AL 




l 00 l OU FINE ART?, GENERAL - ,· 
COK EF- COLLEGE 0 0 
LlM ES TGNE COLLEGE 0 0 
MORRIS COLLEGE 0 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 
____ j ____ ,i ----- ----- --- -----SUBTOTAL 39 48 0 0 0 0 
· .1. 00 2 01 ART STUDIO 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 67 72 2 l 
CONVERSE COLLEGE ___ .l,2 ___ Z..::t ----- ·---- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 83 96 2 l 0 0 
100 2 0 2 ART 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 6 3 
LANCt:R COLLEGE 5 6 
J . s.c . - COLUMBIA 20 23 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 5 5 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 0 0 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 2 3 
BENEOlCT COLLEGE 
BOB JONES UNI VERSITY ~"H r ,, , I 11 l '' ' 8 1 0 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 4 4 
COKEi<. COLLEGE l 6 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 6 6 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 0 0 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 6 13 
LIM ES TC~E . COLLEGE 2 2 
NEWBERRY COLLEG E 0 6 
WGFFORD COLLEG E ____ .Q ____ l ·----- ---- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 38 63 2 l 23 0 0 
l 00 2 O 3 VISUAL AR TS ~ f '<r \ jf 11- ltf ~" " l f t' •· I ' ·11 
LLEMSON UNI VERSITY 6 2 
u.s.o.E. PROGRAM NAMES bACCALAU REATE MAST ER •.S + 1ST OlJ C TUR' S 
T AXONUMY + INSTITUTIONS PR OF ESS ION Al ' 
1980 1981 1980 1981 1 980 1981 
. I 
I 
100 2 O 3 VI SUAL A,R.TS ,· 
WINT~R OP COLLEGE ___ 12 ___ Z.l ----- ---- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 15 21 b 2 0 0 
l 00 3 0 0 ART HISTORY 
U.S.(,. - COLUMBIA 7 4 4 l 
COK ER COLLEGE 2 0 
CCNVERS E COLLEGE l l 
FURMAN UNIV ER SITY ____ .Q ____ Q. ----- ----- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 10 5 4 l 0 0 
100 3 o l APPLIED ART HISTORY 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 0 2 
1004 00 MUSIC 
u.s.c.. - C.OLUMB IA 17 19 14 19 
WINT HROP COLLEGE 2 2 0 3 
ALLEN UNIV ER SITY 0 0 
OAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 6 l 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 'll' tjih q I , I ,i ,,.·l 
BOB J ONES UNIVERSITY 12 18 6 11 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 0 0 
COKER COLL EGE 3 2 
CC LUMBIA COLLEGE l 1 
CONVERSE CO LLEGE 12 7 l 4 
E RS K I N E C .0 L L EGE 2 l 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 47 4 4 
LIMESTONE CULLEGE 3 0 
PR ESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 2 2 
WOFFORD COLLEGE ____ ,l ____ .Q ---- ---- ------ -----SU BTOTAL 108 97 21 37 0 0 
\ f'Yfjr !~.,f'.- \!rl • I •11' 
100 5 0 0 MUS IC (LIBERAL ARTS PROGRAM> 
\~ INTHROP COLLEGE l l 
u.s. o.E. PRUGRAM NAMES l>AC CALAUREAT E MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR ' S 
TAXON OMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1 981 
. I 
I 
l 00 5 00 MUSIC (LIB~RAL ARTS PROGRAM) 
' BO B JON~$ UNIVERSITY 0 0 0 0 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 0 0 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 3 0 
FURMAN UNIV ERSITY 0 0 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE ____ .f2 ____ l ----- --- ----- -----SU tHOTAL 10 2 0 0 0 0 
1006 00 MU S ICOLOGY 
CON VERSE COLLEGE l l 0 l 
l 006 u 1 MU S IC HISTORY 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 0 0 
l 007 00 OR AMATIC. ARTS 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 0 
LANDER COLLEGE 
s.c . STATE -C.OLLEGE 6 2 
u.s . c . - COLUMBIA 10 7 
BCB J ONES UNIVERSITY ·t1 t'/ l•1I• 'I ., I ,, o· 0 2 2 
COKER CGLLEGE l 2 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 7 3 
CON VERSE COLLEGE 6 1 
FURM AN UNIVERSITY 4 5 
LI MES TO~E COLLEGE ____ .2 ____ 1:, ----- ---- --- -----SUBTOTAL 36 17 9 2 0 0 
1008 00 DANCE 
CUKE:R CGLLEGE 3 l 
COLUMBIA COLLEG E ____ J ___ .Q ----- ----- --- -----SUBTOTAL ~ f"_IY , • • ~ .... ii 1' ,, 6 ''.' l 0 0 0 0 
( 
u.s.o.E. PROGRAM · NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST OuC TOR• S 
TAXONUMY + INSTITUTIONS Pk OF ESS ION AL 
1980 , 198 1 1980 1981 1980 1981 
. . I 
. I 
l OU9 UO CCMMERCIAL ART · t ' 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 0 0 
COKER COLLEGE ____ z. __ _Q ---·-- --- ---- ----SUBTOTAL 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 
1010 00 CINEMATOGRAPHY 
BOB JONES UNIVERSfTY 5 0 2 l 
1099 01 SPEECH G THEATER 
LANDER COLLEGE 2 2 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA ____ .Q ___ l.Q. ·----Q ____ .!t ---- -----SUBTUTAL 2 18 0 4 0 0 
TOfAL FINE ANC APPLIED ARTS 355 369 65 74 0 0 
1101 00 FOREIGN LANGUAGES, GENERAL 
TI-E CITADEL 3 1 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 10 20 
WINTHROP COLLEGE '11'?h •1 ·t I 1" d ' 0 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 0 0 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 0 
NEWB ER RY COLLEGE ____ .Q ____ .Q ----- ---·- ---- ------SUBTOTAL 13 21 0 0 0 0 
1101 01 MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
PRcSDYTERIAN COLLEGE 0 0 
1102 00 FRENCH 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 'J,..,.., r( i, , ~•" 1!'!1 I' 9 ·11 5 
u.s.o.E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
T AXONUMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 
I . . ' 
. I 
110 2 00 FRENCH ,· 
FRANCIS ~ARION COL(EGE 0 3 
LANDER COLLEGE 0 0 
s.c. STATE COLLEGE 0 l 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 11 8 5 6 
WINTH ROP COLLEGE 2 l 0 3 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 0 0 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY l 0 
(,LAFLIN COLLEGE 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE l 0 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 4 z 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 1 2 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 0 6 
LIMtSTONE COLLEGE 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 2 l 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 0 1 
WOFFORD COLLEGE ____ .J ____ l ----- -- --- -----SUBTOTAL 34 31 5 9 0 0 
1103 00 GERMAN 
LOLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 2 l 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA ·111•,~ 1• 11 I , I ,,, 2 I ' 2 3 3 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 0 0 
~OB JONES UNIVERSITY 2 2 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 0 0 
E RS K I N E C Ol L EGE 0 l 
FURMAN UNIVER SITY l 7 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 0 0 
WOFFORD COLLEGE ____ .Q 
____ Q 
----- --- ---- -----.SUBTOTAL 7 13 3 3 0 0 
1104 00 ITALIAN 
u.s.c.. - COL UM BIA , t""_")f 1,•,f• uf 'O , •• i 0 
( 
u.s. o.E. PR OGRAM NAMES BACCA LAUR EAT E MAST ER'S+ 1ST DOC TOR'S 
TAXONOMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1980 1981 1980 1981 1 980 198 l 
I 
1105 00 SPANISH, ,· 
·coLLtGE 6F CHARLESTON 4 4 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 2 1 
LANDER COLLEGE 
s.c. STATE COLLEGE l 0 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 10 9 4 6 
WINTHROP COLLEGE' 2 3 2 0 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 0 0 
aoB JONES UNIVERSITY 0 2 
CGLUM81A COLLEGE 2 l 
CCNVERSE COLLEGE 0 0 
ERSKINE COLLEGE l 1 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 2 7 
NEWBERRY COLLE~E 0 0 
WOFFORD COLLEGE ____ ,2 ____ _l ----- ---- ---- --·---SUBTOTAL 29 31 6 6 0 0 
1109 00 LAT IN 
COLLiGE OF CHARLESTON 0 0 
u.s.c. - COLUMtHA 0 0 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
't1')1 r1• 'I ·~·r -1/ ----- ----- ---- ---- -----SUi:HOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 
11 10 00 GR. EEK, CLASSICAL 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 0 0 
u.s.c.. - COLUMBIA ____ .Q ____ Q. ----- ---- ---- -----SUBTOTAL . 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1199 01 CLASSICAL LANGUAGES 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 2 1 
' ,..,.\ ')I' l ,' .f .. •~if ( •• I 'I 
TOTAL FOREIGN LANGUAGES 85 97 14 18 0 u 
.... 
u.s. o. E. 
TAXUNOMY 
120 2 01 
120 3 01 
PR OGRAM NAM ES 
+ 11\STITUTIONS 
HEALTH SCIENCES 
~EDICAL 1 UNIVERSITY OF 
NURSING 
LLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
s·. c, • . 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S. C. 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA . 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 
808 JONES UNIVERSITY 
SUBTOTAL 
120 3 02 FAMILY ~EALTH NURSING 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
1203 03 NURSING-ADMINISTRATION 








---l~ ____ i 
307 323 
l 2 0 3 0 4 N URS l N G-(, 0 MM UN • MEN TA L H L TH f. P S Y CH I • 
u .s.c. - COLUMBIA ·r1 1~1• ,, I I 1' I ' 
1203 05 IWRSlNG-CLINICAL 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
120 3 0 6 NURSING-HEALTH 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
12U3 07 FAMILY NURSING PRACTICE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 'I f'r\ )r l's/'•" \ t f I ' 
MAST ER'S+ 1ST 











1980 198 1 
0 0 
( 
I u.s.o.E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCA LAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOC TOR • S 
TAXONOMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESS ION AL 
l 98 0 1 9 81 1980 198 1 1980 l 98 1 
120 4 00 D 1:N TIS TR Y ,· 
MEDICAL GNI V~RSIT Y' OF s;c . 1 55 0 0 
1206 00 MEDI CI NE 
MED ICAL UNI VERS ITY OF S.C. 15 5 1 66 0 0 
u.s.c. - COLUMB IA' ----- ----- ----- _ _ .2.2. ___ .Q ____ Q SUBTOTAL 0 0 155 188 0 0 
1208 00 OCCUP ATIONAL THERA PY 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C . 8 1 4 
1211 00 P HARM ACY 
MEDIC AL UNIVERSITY OF S . C. 52 58 9 13 0 0 
u. s. c. - COL UMB I A ___ 11 ___ l.J. ___ l.Q ___ .J. ---- -----SUBTOT AL 129 131 19 · 1 6 0 0 
1 212 00 PHYSIC AL TH ER APY 
MtDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S. C. 13 24 ·,1,~'1' ,, ., , ' t I ' 
1213 00 Dl:NTAL HYGIENE 
MEDICAL UNIVERSIT Y OF S . C. 1 5 14 
121 4 O l PU ULIC HEALTH ADMINISTR AT ION 
u. s .c. - COLUMBIA 18 15 
1 2 1 4 02 PUBLIC HEALTH EDUC ATION 
U.S . C. - CO LUM BIA 8 9 
~ ,.,.,y ,,."1' • v1r •' .. , •Ii 
1214 0 3 PUBLIC HEA LTH-EN VI RONMENTAL 
u • .s.c. - COL UMB IA 9 10 
u. s . o. E. PROG RA M NAMES BACCA LAUR EATE MASTE R'S + 1ST DO C Tl.JR'S 
T AXGr\l OMY + INSTITUTIONS PROF ESSIONAL' 
1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1 98 1 
. I 
1 21 '1 \.)'t PUBLIC r EAL TH-EPIDEMIOLOGY ,· 
·u.s.c. - COlUMB IA 2 9 
i214 05 PU BLIC hEALTH NU RSING 
u.s.c. - COLUMBlA 0 0 
1214 06 PUBLIC hEALTH-BIOSTATISTICS 
u.s.c. - COLUMB lA l 1 
1214 07 MEDICAL CAR E ADMINISTRATION 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 0 l 
12 1 5 01 MEDICAL RE CO RDS ADMlNISTRATION 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 14 14 
S.L. STATE COLLEG E ----- ----- ----- ----- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 14 l 1-t 0 0 0 0 
1 22 0 00 SPEcCH PATHOLOG Y AND AUDIOLOGY ·11r,,h ., , I 1" I , 
S . C. STATE COL LEGE 12 5 
122 0 0 1 SPEEC H PATH OLOGY 
s .c. STATE COLLEGE 11 8 
u. s. c. - COLU MB IA 12 20 
~ INTH ROP COLLEGE ----- ---- ____ ,a ____ .a ---- -----SUEIT OTAL 1 1 0 28 28 0 0 
1 2 20 02 AUDI OLOGY 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA , r''l'I ,,, !\·•I'"' 1"11' ,. I 'l t 3 7 
u. s . o. E. PRO GRAM NAM ES BACCAL AU RE AT E MASTE R'S+ 1ST DOCTOR 'S 
TAXONOMY + INSTITUTIONS PRO FE SSI ONAL · 
1980 1981 1980 1981 l 98 0 198 1 
.. I 
I 
12 23 lJO M ElJ IC AL ,L AllORATOk Y TECHNOLOGY 
CL EMSON UNIVERSITY 8 7 
FRANLIS MARION COLLEGE 2 l 
LAND ER COLLEGE 6 3 
ME DICAL UNIV ERSITY OF S.C. 19 15 
S.C. STAT E COLLEGE 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 0 5 
WI NTHROP COLLEGE 0 1 
CEN TRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 2 0 
COKER COLLEGE 0 0 
COLUMBIA COLL EGE 0 l 
CONVERSE COLLEG E 0 0 
i:: RSKlNE COLL EGE 0 0 
NE WB ERRY COLLE GE 0 0 
PR ESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 0 0 
VOU RHEES COL.LEGE ----- ----·- ----- ----·- ---·- -----SU BTOTAL 37 33 0 0 0 0 
.!.. 225 00 RADI OLOGIC TECHNOLOGIES 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C . 9 14 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON ____ .Q ____ .Q ----- ---- ---- -----SUBTOTAL •1111t 1'' II I ' I 111 g ' 14 0 0 0 0 
1 29 9 0 1 MUSIC Tt,ERAPY 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 4 6 
1299 02 DENTAL ASSISTING 
BAPTIST CO LLEGE AT CHARLESTON 0 4 
1299 03 HI STOTECHNOLOGY 
BAPTIST COLLEG E AT CH ARL ESTON , f'l'\'ll' n·~-9' tnrf O' ., 0 
u. s . tJ . E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCA LAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOC TOR'S 
T AXU NO MY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESS ION AL 
1980 1981 1980 l <; 81 1 980 1981 
I 
I 
l. 29 9 (.)4 R~SPIRATORY · THERAPY ,· 
' MEDICA~ UNI~ERSITY OF s.c~ 8 4 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON ____ .Q ___ .Q ----- ---- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 8 4 0 ' 0 0 0 
1299 0 5 NURSE/MIDWIFERY · 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 
129 9 0 6 C Y TOT EC HN O L O G Y 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 4 5 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEG E ____ .Q ____ Q ----- --- ---- -----SUBT OTAL 4 5 0 0 0 0 
129 9 0 7 PRE-MEO 
COLL EGE OF CHARLESTON 0 0 
8GB JONES UNIVERSITY ____ 1 ___ l.l ----- ---- ---- -- ---S Ul:H lJ T AL 7 11 0 0 0 0 
1 299 08 ANESTHESIA FOR NURS ES ·rt1~1• 'I ', I 111 I' 
MEDICAL UNIVERS ITY OF S.C. 
12 99 09 PHYSICIANS ASSISTANT 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY Of S.C. 
1299 10 i> RE -DENTISTRY 
COLL cGE OF CHARLESTON 0 0 
129 9 11 EXT RAC ORP O RE AL Cl R CULA TIO N T EC HNOLC)0¥ •··"1'•· "'11' '., 
MEDICAL UNIV ERS ITY OF S.C. 0 5 
u.s.u. E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREAT E MASTER'S + 1ST DOCTOR' S 
T AXONUMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESS ION AL 
1980 1981 1980 1981 198 0 198 1 
·, I 
I 
1299 12 GERON TO,LOGY · . 
. U • S • t . :... COL UM B I A 
TOTAL HEALTh PROFESSIONS 5 6 6 614 289 404 0 0 
130 l O 0 HOME ECONOMICS, GENER AL 
LANDER COLLEGE I 1 1 18 
S . C. STATE COLLEGE 7 7 
WlNTHROP COLLEGE .5 5 10 9 
BCB J ONES ' UNIVERSIT Y 45 39 
ERSKINE °COLLEGE 
____ l ___ j ----- ---- ---- -----
SUBTOTAL 69 72 10 9 0 0 
1304 00 CONSUMER TECHNOLOGY 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 2 0 
130 5 00 FAMILY RE LATIONS & CHILD DE VELOPMENT 
s.c. STATE COLLEGE 6 22 
WINTHROP COLLEGE .,,1~1' ' I ' ~ .. L .. .l.l ' ___ l.a ----- ---- ---- -·----SUBTOTAL 17 40 0 0 0 0 
130 5 01 CfILD DEVELOPMENT 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 6 6 
1 306 00 fODDS AND NUTRITION 
S.C. ST ATE COLLEGE 2 3 
I~ I NTHRO P COL L EGE ____ _J ____ z. ___ lQ ___ 1 ---- -----SUBTOT AL 5 5 10 7 0 0 
1 ("i·1)r!'evf'"' ~tr , I 'I 
1306 01 NUTRITION SCIENCE 
S.C. STATE CO LL EGE 0 0 
( 
u.s. o .E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1980 1981 · 1980 1981 1980 1981 
. . I 
I 
l.JU6 02 DltTETICS, GENERA L ,· 
' WlNTHRdP COLLEGE 16 14 
1 39 9 01 FASHION MERCHANDISING 
·v-1 INTHROP COLLEGE 15 25 
TOTA L HOME ECONOMICS 130 lo2 20 16 0 0 
1 1t0 l O 1 LAW 
u . s.c,. - COLUMBIA 18 4 224 0 0 
1401 0 2 PRE-LAW 
BOti J ONES UNIVERSITY 3 3 
TOT AL L Ai--i 3 3 18 4 224 0 0 
150 l 00 ENGLISH, GENERAL •~ '?t 1' ' I I I I! I ' 
TrE CITADEL 7 13 11 7 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 45 50 16 8 
COLLtGE OF CHARLESTON 25 22 
FRANCIS MARI ON COLLEGE 8 12 
LAND ER CO LLEGE 9 5 
s.c . STATE COLLEGE L 3 9 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 56 56 19 15 11 ll 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 5 2 
u.s.c. - COAST AL CAROLINA 4 5 
U.5. C. - SPARTA NBURG 8 7 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 9 7 6 10 
ALLE N UNIVERSITY ' , ... , ..,,. 1,• vfl'• -,f,• . 2" 9 
u.s. o .E. PROGRAM NAMES tiACCALAUREATE MASTER'S + 1ST DOCTOR' S 
T AX ONUMY + lNSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1980 19 6 1 1980 1981 1980 1981 
I 
I 
1501 00 t:NGLISH, GENERAL · ,· 
' tiAPTISi COLLEGE AT CHA~LESTON 6 10 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 3 2 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 6 5 
CENTRAL ~ESLEYAN COLLEGE 2 2 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 4 7 
COKER CCLLEGE 3 3 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 3 6 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 9 9 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 7 7 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 22 23 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 2 3 
MORRIS COLLEGE 5 4 
NEWBcRRY COLLEGE 6 3 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 14 14 
SOUTHERN McTHODIST COLLEGE l 0 
VOORHEES COLLEGE 5 2 
WOFFORD COLLEGE ___ l.8 ___ 2.l ----- ---- ----- -----SUBTOTAL 307 318 52 40 11 11 
1501 01 ENGLISH WRITING 
COLUMl:ilA COLLEGE ~r•~h• ,1 r 1 1,; '3' 4 
1503 00 COMPARAlIV E LITERATURE 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 0 l 2 l 
1504 00 CLASSICS 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 0 1 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA ____ .Q ·---l ----- ----- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 0 2 0 0 0 0 
1 f'I'\'\( •-11"•' ~ ti 4\ t •1 1 
1 505 00 L IN GU IS TICS 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 6 3 0 l 
u.s.u.E. PkOGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MAS TER 'S+ 1ST DUC TOR 'S 
T AXONUMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 
I 
1506 00 SPEECH 
' 80D JON~$ UNI VERSITY 8 8 3 6 
1509 00 PHILOSOPHY 
LOLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 5 2 
u.s.c . - COLUMBIA 13 5 1 0 
CON VERSE COLLEGE . 0 0 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 9 4 
WOFF ORD COLLEGE ____ z ___ l ----- ----- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 29 1 4 1 0 0 0 
1510 00 RELIGIOUS STUDIES 
' U.S.C. - COLUMuIA 5 4 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 13 21 
LOKE R COLLEGE 4 l 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE l 2 
L.GNVERS !: COLLEGE 6 5 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 5 3 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 19 18 
LIMESTO~ E COLLEGE 1 3 
PREStiYTERIAN COLLEGE f' t'j\ l r 'I ' ,' 1'1 11 ' 11 
WOFFORIJ COLLEGE ___ 11 ____ _5. -·---- --- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 79 73 0 0 0 0 
1599 01 S PE EC H/ CR Al'-tA 
LA NOl::R COLLEGE 
WINTHR OP COLLEGE 2 3 
BAPTIST COLLEG E AT CHARLESTON 10 2 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE ____ .Q ____ .2. ----- --- ---- -----SuBTOTAL 12 7 0 0 0 u 
, ("r \ ')f k ~f• ' ,I I 
l 59 S 02 RELIGIGN /P H1LOSOPHY 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 2 0 
LJ.S.O.E. PROGRAM NAMES oACCALAUREATE MASTER'S + 1ST DUCTCJR'S 
TAX ONOMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 
1599 02 
I 
RELIGlON / PHl~OSOPHY ,· 
' BENED1c'r COLLEGE l l 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 2 3 
NEWB ERRY CO LLEGE 5 2 
PRES~YTERIAN COLLEGE __ .,;.._.Q ____ .Q ----- ---- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 10 6 0 0 0 0 
1599 03 LANGUAGE ARTS 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 0 0 
TOT AL LETTERS . 448 432 62 50 13 13 
l 601 00 LIBRARY SCIENCE, GENERAL 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 76 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE ____ J ____ l ----- ---- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 3 7 76 0 0 0 
160 l o 1 LIBRARIANSHIP 
LJ . S.L . - LOLUMBIA fl't''H 1'''1'' I 11 ' I' 0 72 
169 9 o l SCHOOL LIBRARIANSHIP 
WINTHROP CO LL EGE 
TOTAL LIBRARY SCIENCE 3 7 76 72 0 0 
l 70 l 00 MATHE MATICS, GEN ER AL 
ThE CITADEL 28 29 7 3 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ,,....,y, ,,,,,. ... ..,.1 1r 4 6" 42 19 16 1 2 
u.s.o.E. PR.OGRAM NAMES BACCA LAUREAT E MAST ER'S + 1ST DOCTOR'S 
T AXONUMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
198 0 1981 1980 1981 1980 l 9t3 l 
. I 
. I 
1701 00 MATHEMATICS, GENERAL ,· 
' COLLEGE, OF CHARLi.:STON 9 20 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 23 18 
LANDER COLLEGE 5 6 
s.c. STATE COLLEGE 9 21 
u.s.L. - LDLUMBIA 17 16 17 15 1 l 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 11 4 5 3 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY · 2 3 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 3 6 
tH:NEO ICT COLLEGE 2 2 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 7 1 
CENTRAL WcSLEYAN COLLEGE 0 2 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 9 2 
COKER COLLEGE 0 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 4 4 
CONVERSt COLLEGE 3 4 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 5 7 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 5 8 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 0 l 
MORRIS COLL E:GI: 11 5 
NEWtlERRY COLLEGE 5 6 
PKESBYTEKIAN COLLEGE 6 5 
VOORHEES CULLEGt: I' "I~ I' ' ' I ; ' 1" 7 ' 4 
wOF-FURO COLLEGE ____ .2. ____ _Q ----·- ---- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 219 216 48 37 2 3 
1703 00 MAThEMATICS & COMPUTER SCIENC E 
U.S.L. - AIKEN 2 3 
TOTAL MATHEMATICS 22 l 219 48 37 2 3 
1901 00 PHYSICAL SCIENCES, GENERAL ' ,..,q,. \,•.+•· -, j , , ' ,, 




u .s.o.E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCA LAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1980 1981 1980 lS 81 l 98 0 1981 
I 
1901 ()Q PHYSICAL, SClE:NCES, GENERAL ,· 
NEWBERR Y COLLEGE ____ .Q 
____ l 
---- ----- ---·- -----
SUBTOTAL ·- 0 l 0 0 0 0 
190 l O 1 NATURAL SCIENCES 
u.s . c. - COL UMBIA' 0 0 
1902 00 P hY SI CS 
THE CITADE L 9 5 
CLEMSCN UNI VERS I TY 13 6 2 3 4 l 
COLLEGE OF CHAR LESTON 1 8 
s . c. STATE CO LLEGE 0 4 
U.S.C. - COL UMBIA 1 0 5 0 0 6 2 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLES TO N l 0 
BENED I CT COLLEGE 2 4 
8GB J ONES UNI VERSIT Y 0 3 
CON VER SE CO LL EGE 0 0 
ER SKI NE COLLEGE 0 2 
FURMAN UNI VERSI TY 0 l 
MORRIS COLL EGE 0 0 
PR EStlYTtRIAN COLLEGE /1 ff t r 11 I I !11 
, .. 
l 
WCF-FORD COLLEGE ____ 1 ____ ,l ---- - --- - -- -----
SUBTOTAL 37 44 2 3 10 3 
1905 00 CHEMISTRY 
THE CITAD.EL 15 14 
CLEMSGN UNIVERSITY 13 11 0 3 2 4 
COL LEGE OF CHARLESTON 16 10 
FRANCI S MARION COLLEGE 8 8 
LAN DER COLL EGE 3 s 
s.c . STAT E COLLEGE 7 3 
U.S.C. - COLUMBI A H "r,)r ' •' l'i"" '" :13 Q ·•' 29 7 5 13 15 
u.s . o. E. PROG RA M NAMES BACCALAUREAT E MASTE R'S + 1ST DOC TOR 'S 
TAXO NO MY + IN STITUTI ONS PRO FE SSIONAL 
1980 198 1 1980 1981 1980 1981 
I 
190 5 LlO CH EMIST~Y ,· 
WINTH ROP COLlEGE 3 7 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 1 5 
BEN EDICT COLLEGE 4 2 
bGB JONES UNIVE RSITY 5 3 
CEN T,ZAL wE SL E: YA N 'COLLEGE 0 0 
CL AFLIN COLLEGE 8 4 
(. QKER CGLL EGE l 0 
ClJ LUM81A COLLE GE 3 0 
CCN VERSE COLL EGE 3 2 
t: RSKl NE COLLEGE 5 8 
FURMAN UN IV ERS ITY 15 21 0 2 
LlM ESTON E COLL EGE 2 2 
NEW bERRY COLLEGE 3 l 
PRESB YTERIA N COLL EGE 4 6 
WOF FORD COLLEG E ----~ ___ lZ. ----- ---- --- ---·--SUBTOTAL 153 153 7 10 15 1 9 
1914 uO GEOL OGY 
CL EMSON UNIVER SITY 4 4 
COLL EGE OF CHARL ESTON fl ''f t1'' ' I , 1 ' 1" 8' ' 1 6 
FRANCIS MARlON COLLEGE l 0 
U.S. C. - COLUMbIA 26 25 13 29 8 6 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY ____ _!t ____ 5. ----- ---- ---- ----SUBTO TAL 43 50 13 29 8 6 
1917 00 EARTH SCIENCE S, GENERAL 
U.S.C. - COLUM HIA 4 0 
19 27 00 NATURAL SCI ENC E 






1999 Ol MATH/PHYS I CS: . 
1999 02 
1999 03 
l 999 04 
MORRIS COLLEGE 
PRESB YT ERIAN COLLEGE 
SUBT OT AL 
TEX T1LE CHEMISTRY 
CLEMSON UNI VERSITY 
TEX TILE SCIENCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
TEXTILE~ POLYMER SCIENCE 
ClcMSON UNIVERSITY 
TOTAL PHYSi CAL SCIE NCES 
2001 00 PSYCHO LOGY , GENERAL 
ThE CI TADE L 
CLEMSON UNI VERSITY 
COLLEGE OF CHARLES TON 
FRANCIS MAR10N COLLEGE 
LAND ER COLLEGE 
S.C. STAT E COLLEGE 
U. S.C. - .COLUMbIA 
U.S. L. - A I KEN 
U. S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 
U.S.C . - SPARTANBU RG 
rJ INTHRO P COLLEGE 
,. 
~APTlST COL LEGE AT CHARLESTON 
CENTRAL WESLE YA N COLLEGE 
( 
BACCALAUREATE 




































MASTER'S + 1ST 
PRO FESSIONAL 
19 80 1981 




DOC TOR• S 





u . s.J . E. PROGRAM NAMES ~ACCA LAUREAT E MASTER'S + 1ST DOC TOR'S TAXONOMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
198 0 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 
I 
2001 0 0 PSYCHO~OGY, · GENERAL ,· 
' COK ER CCLLEGE 16 4 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 6 6 
CCN VER5 E CO LLEGE 9 7 
ERS KINE COLLEGE 8 4 
FURMAN UNl VERSITY 18 22 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 23 11 
NEWBERRY COLLEG E ' 6 5 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 19 2 
\✓ OFFORD COLLEGE ___ J...a ___ l-Q ----- ---- --- -----SUBTOTAL 419 347 0 0 0 0 
2 00 l O l EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 138 130 2 2 4 4 
L003 00 CLINI CAL-C OMMUNITY PSYCHOLOGY 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 7 . 1 ~ 
2 004 00 PSYtHOLOGY FOR COUNS ELING 
COKEK COLLEGE nrth·• , •I ' t'' '2 0 
l'J E W B ERR Y C u L LI: GE 3 4 
PRE SBYTERIAN COLLEGE ____ .Q __ _ll ----- --- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 5 21 0 ·O 0 0 
2 09 9 0 l BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
COKER CGLLEGE 
ERSK IN E COLLEGE ____ _2 ----~ ----- --- ---- ·-----SUBT OT AL 5 4 0 0 0 0 
2 099 02 SCHOOL PSY CHOLOGY 1('1\ \< ,, \,/'• • ,1,. ,, 
u . s.c. - COLUMB I,~ 7 3 12 3 
( 
u.s.o.E. PR OGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S + 1ST DOC TOR'S 
TAXONOMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 
• I 
I 
2099 02 SCHGUL P~YCHOLOGY ,· 
WINTHROP CbLLEGE ----- ----- ____ .a __ lJ ---- -----SUBTOTAL 0 0 15 16 12 3 
2099 03 APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 0 1 
TOTAL PSYCHOLOGY 567 502 17 19 23 18 
2102 00 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 28 34 
dEN ED ICT COLLEGE ____ l ____ 2. ----- ---- ---- -----SUl:HOTAL l 2 28 34 0 0 
2102 02 URBAN PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
LOLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 2 8 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA ----- ----- ____ Q ____ .Q ----- -----SUbTOTAL 0 0 2 8 0 0 ,, ti' t I' ' t ' r'' I' 
2102 03 PUl\LlC AFFAIRS 
COLU MB IA CiJLLEGE 0 4 
2103 00 PARKS~ RECREA TI ON ADMINISTRATION 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 91 100 12 7 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE ____ .Q ____ .._ ----- ----- ----- ----SUBTUTAL 91 100 12 7 0 0 
210it uo SOCIAL WORK~ HELPING SER VICES H •n )( ,,--,r ,, ·•il , ' ·P 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 74 44 
r 
' 
u.s.o.E. PkuGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S + 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONO MY + INSTITUTIONS PR OF ESS IONAL 
1 980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1931 
2104 00 SCCIAL WORK f. HELPING SER VICES 
WINTHRC~ COLlEGE . 0 
BENElJICT COLLEGE 27 30 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 9 7 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 8 2 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE ____ .Q 1 ____ .... ----- --- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 44 40 74 44 0 0 
2104 0 l SOCIAL WELFARE 
s.c. STATE COLLEGE 4 13 
2105 00 LAW ENFORCEMENT AND CORRECTIONS 
CENTRAL WE SLEYAN COLLEGE 1 0 
2105 01 CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
s. c. STATE COLLEGE 3 1 0 
U. S.C . - COLUMBIA 83 8 5 14 8 
u.s.c . - SPARTANBURG 9 14 
8APTIST COLLcGE AT CHARLESTON 19 1 1 
8ENl:DICT COL LEGE ~1•11-i• ' 1 ·: _r.:.. z..1 ' ----"~ ---- ----- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 141 144 14 8 0 0 
2105 02 CORRECT IONS 
u.s.~. - COLUMBIA 0 0 0 l 
21U5 .03 COUR T SER VICES 
u . s . c . - COL UMBIA 0 0 0 2 
2105 J4 CRIMINAL J USTICE EDUCATION 1 ("r\), h"' vf'"'1 'l" "r l ( 
U.S.C . - COL UMBIA 0 0 I 1 
( ( 
u.S. O.E. PROGRAM NAMES \ BACCALAUREATE MAST ER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1 980 l9 Bl 1980 1981 1980 1981 
' 
2105 OS JUVENIL~ SERVICES 
u.s.t. - COLUMBIA 0 0 0 2 
2105 06 LAW ENFOKCEMENT 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 0 0 0 l 
· 2105 07 PLANNING~ RESEARCH 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 0 0 1 4 
2199 00 GOVERNMENT~ PUBLIC SERVlCE 
WINTHROP COLLEGE l 7 
TOTAL PUtiLIC AFFAIRS AND SERVICES 283 3l0 13 2 112 0 0 
2201 00 SOC IAL SCIENCES, GENERAL 
s.c. STATE COLLEGE 2 0 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 6 4 
ALLEN UNlVERSITY 11 t? t r 1, , • 1,1 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 1 2 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 36 32 
COKER COLLEGE l 3 
LIM ESTONE COLLEGE 18 14 
MORRIS COLLEGE 0 
PRE~BYTERIAN COLLEGE 3 5 
SOUTHERN MEfHODIST COLLEGE 1 0 
VOORHEES COLLEGE ____ ..Q ____ _l ----- --·-- ---- -----SUBTO TAL 62 59 6 4 0 0 
2201 u l SOCIAL STUD1ES 'i ( l<r\ )r H'"t'l .. 111. "f , t l • I 
MORRIS LOL L EGE 12 
r 
u.s.o.E. PROGRAM NAMES 8AC CA LAUREAT E MASTER'S+ 1ST DOC TOR'S 
T AXONUMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESS ION AL 
1980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 
I 
I 
2 202 00 ANTHROPOLOGY · ,· 
FRANCIS ~ARION COLLEGE 0 0 
u.s.c. ..:. COL UMl:HA ____ ,a ___ 1.z. ·---- ---- ---- -----SUl:3TOTAL 8 12 0 0 0 0 
2 203 00 CON5ERVATION ARCHEOLOGY 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 0 0 
2204 00 ECONOMICS 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 37 45 l 5 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 2 4 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 5 8 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 9 16 3 2 0 4 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 8 3 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 0 0 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 5 1 
CCNVERS E COLLEGE 10 4 
FRIENDSHIP COLLEGE 0 
FURMAN UNIV ERSITY 0 0 
LIMESTGNE COLLEGE 0 o · 
NEwlJERRY COLLEGE ll•?tl' ,, ,, r'' 0 i . 0 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 0 0 
WGFFORD COLLEGE ---~.l --~2 ----- ----- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 137 124 4 7 0 4 
2205 00 HISTORY 
THE CITADEL 34 36 8 4 
CL EMSON UNIVERSITY 21 23 4 3 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 12 1 4 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 6 10 
LANDER COLLEGE 6 2 
s . c. STAT!: COLLEGE 11 •,1~ ' ;('• >I 11•4 ,, 8 
u.s.o. E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREAT E MA STER'S+ 1ST DOC TOR' S 
T AXONUMY + INSTITUTIONS PROfESS ION AL 
1980 191:>l 1980 1981 1980 1981 
I 
2205 00 HISTOR Y ,· 
U • S ~ C • ' - COL UM IHA 46 62 8 9 4 6 
u.s . c~ - AIKEN 7 3 
u.s.c. - COASTAL CAROLINA 5 8 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 3 6 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 23 20 6 6 
ALLEN UN1VEKSITY 2 1 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 4 11 
BEN ED I CT COLLEGE 1 0 
BCB JUNES UNIV ERSITY l 5 15 
CEN TRAL WESLcYAN COLLEGE 0 2 
COKER CCLLEGE 3 4 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 3 2 
CGNV ER SE COLLEGE 7 9 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 11 10 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 25 24 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 2 3 
MURRI$ COLLEGE 4 5 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 3 8 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 12 12 
SOUTHERN METHOuIST COLLEGE 0 0 
VOORHEES COLLEG E 5 5 
WOFFORD C.OLLEGt 11 '\l tl" ' 1 I _ _r'. __ li ____ l ----- ---- ----- -----SUUTO TAL 275 310 26 22 4 6 
2205 Ul A PPL I ED H 1 S TORY 
LJ.S.L. - COLUMBIA l 2 
2206 00 GEOGRAPHY 
FRANCIS MARI ON COLLEGE l 0 
u. s . c. - COLUMBIA ____ .2 ___ 1.z ____ !t ---2 --- -----SUBTOTA L 10 12 4 5 0 l) 
1 r..,.1 '\( "'VI' • •1 Ir I o 
2207 00 POL 1TICAL SCIENCE AND H1STORY 
MORRIS COLL EGE 0 0 
u.s.o.E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCA LAUREATE MAST ER Is + 1ST DOC TOR'S 
TAXUN UMY + I NS TITUTIONS PROFESS ION AL 
1 980 1981 1980 1981 1980 198 J.. 
I 
. ' 
2 20 7 0 l PUL IT I CAL, SC I ENC E & GOVERNMENT 
Tf-cE CITADEL 40 34 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 44 34 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 25 40 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 35 2 8 
LANDER LULLEGE 4 6 
s.c. STATE COLLEGE' i6 39 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 96 94 l 3 l 2 
u.S.C. - AIKEN 4 7 
u.s.c. - COASTAL CAROLINA 8 6 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 7 9 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 8 12 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHAR.LESTON 16 22 
tH:N EDICT COLLEGE 0 5 
COKER CCLLEGE 0 1 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 4 9 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 50 bl 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 17 13 
PRES8YTERIAN COLLEGE 3 4 
WGFFORD COLLEGE ___ 12 __ -2,Q. ----- ---- --- -----SUBTOTAL 392 450 l 3 l 2 
)'\ 1 /t 1' 11 ., 1'' I • 
2 20 7 0 2 GOVERNM ENT & INTERNATIONAL STUDI ES 
u.s.e,. - COLUMBIA 0 
2 207 03 GOV ERNM EN T 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 0 
2208 ()() S DC IO LOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 28 26 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 19 20 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE I f "'I), ,, . ._,,, 3' 2 ' 37 
u.s.0. 1:: . PROGRAM NAM ES BACCA LAUREAT E MA STER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR' S 
T AXONUMY + INSTITUTION S PROFESS IUNAL 
1980 1981 1980 1981 1 980 198 1 
2206 uo SOCIOLOGY 
LANOER , COLLEGE 6 21 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 16 11 
u.s . c. - COLUMBIA 50 44 6 ' 4 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 20 24 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 13 13 
BAPTIST COLLtGE'AT CHARLESTON 17 14 
BENEDICT COLLEGE . 13 6 
COKER CCLLEGE 4 5 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 2 3 
CCNVERSE COLLEGE 10 13 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 9 13 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 
NEWBERRY COLLEtE 7 10 
PR ESBYTER1AN COLLEGE 4 3 
VOORHEES COLLEGE 28 26 
WOFFORD COLLEGE ___ J..2 ___ l.l ----- ---- --- -----SUBTOTAL 313 300 6 4 0 0 
22 10 00 INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 28 43 5 10 2 3 
NEW BERRY COLLEGE fi •rt I' ' I I ,' I • ----- ----- ----- ----- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 28 43 5 10 2 3 
22 10 u.1. INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 0 
2 211 00 AFKG-AMERlCAN STUDIES 
U.S . C. - COLUMBIA 0 0 
2 214 00 URl3AN S lUD IE S \r'r I '\( •e y,(' • 'f i ll ' 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 8 12 
u.s. u.E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S + 1ST DOCTOR' S 
TAX ONO MY + INSTITUTION S PROFESSIONAL 
1980 1981 1960 1981 1980 1981 
I 
2 214 uo URBAN SJUOltS 1 ' 
'F0RMAN UNIV~RSITY _ _;, __ l ____ !t_ --·--- ----- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 1 1 16 0 0 0 0 
2 2 99 00 1NTERNATIONAL GOVERNMENT AND COMMERCE 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE ' l 4 
2299 03 SOCIOLOGY-CRIMINAL JUSTICE 
NEWB ERRY COLLEGE 5 
TUTAl SOCIAL SCIENCES .i.242 1342 53 57 7 l 5 
2301 00 ThEOLGGlCAL PROFESSIUNS, GENERAL 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 6 10 0 3 
LENT~AL WESLEYAN COLLEGE l l 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE 0 0 9 26 
l: RSKINE COLLEGc: 17 7 
LUTH ERAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY 32 26 0 4 
MORRIS COLLEGE I\ •?t 1' I ' __ / __ ] ____ l ____ Q ____ .Q ---- -----SUBTOTAL 8 2 64 69 0 7 
2 30 2 OU R.E L1GIOUS MUSIC 
~08 JONES UNIVERSITY 6 6 4 3 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 0 2 
CGLUM81A COLLEGE 0 2 
CONV ERSE COLLEG E 0 l) 0 0 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY u 0 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE ----- ----- ----- --- ----- -----SUBTOTAL 6 10 4 3 0 \.) 
\ f 'r\ )( ·\1'• • I,· 
2302 01 CrURCH MUSIC 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 0 0 
-= 
( 
u.s. c.E. PROGRAM NAMES i,ACCALAUREATE MASTEK'S + 1ST DOC TOR'S TAXONOMY + INSTITUTIONS PR OFESS IO NAL 
1980 198 1 1980 19 81 1980 l 9dl 
2303 uo NEW TESTAM ENT GR EE K 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEG~ 0 0 
2304 00 RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
CE NTkAL WES LEYAN COLLEGE 4 2 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COL LEGE 96 99 
E: RSKlNE COLLEGE l 0 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 
MORRIS COLLEGE 0 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE ____ l ----- ----- ---- ---- -----SUBTOTAL · l 02 101 0 0 0 0 
2304 01 CI--RISTIAN EDUCATION 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE l 
2 39 c; 01 ti IBLE 
tiOB JON ES UNIVERSITY 142 108 21 8 4 4 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 10 7 
CO LUMHIA BIBLE COLLEGE 0 0 5 . 23 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 11 •?t 11 •1 ·I ,•1 ,., 
SOU TH ERN METHODIST COLLEGE ___ 1 ____ .a ---- ----- --- -----SUtHOTAL 153 117 26 31 4 4 
2399 02 ChU RCH ADMINISTRATION 
BOB J ONES . UNI VERSITY 27 2 9 7 l l 2 SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE ____ .Q ----- ----- ---- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 27 29 7 l 1 2 
2 39 9 0 3 PASTORAL STUDIES 




2 3 99 04 
PR OGRAM NAM ES 
+ INSTITUTIONS 
c.-uRCH Miss·10Ns 
· BOB JO~ES UNIVERSITY 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
2399 05 MEDICAL MISSIONS 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
2399 06 ChURCH HISTORY 
BOB JONE~ UNIVERSITY 
2399 07 MISSIONARY AVIATION 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
2 39 9 08 CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES 
SOUTHERN METHODIST CJLL EGE 
2399 09 MIS SIONS 
S OUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE 
TOJ'AL TH:OLOGY 
,· 
4901 00 GENERAL LIBtRAL ARTS & SCIENCES 
THE CITADEL 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 

























MASTER'S + 1ST 
PROF ESSIONAL 












PROGRAM NAM ES 
+ INSTITUTIONS 
4901 00 GENERAL ~IBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES 
J.s.c. - COASTAL CAROLINA 
U.S.C. - · SPARTANBURG 
UAPTIST COLLlGE AT CHARLESTON 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 









ER SKINE COLLEGE 
SUUTOTAL 
4902 01 GENERAL SCIENC E 
COKE R COLLEGE 
490 3 01 HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCES 
WOFFURO COLLEGE: 
4903 02 HUMANITIES 
BCB J ONES UNIVERSITY 
CGNVERS E COLLEGE 
LIMESTONc COLLEGE 
WOFFORD COLL EGE 
SUBTOTAL 
4 903 03 SOCIAL STUDIES 
MORRIS COLLEGE 
( 


































0 ____ l 
25 






OUCT OR 'S 




u.s. o.c . PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S + 1ST DOCTOR 'S 
TAXONOMY + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1980 198 1 1980 1981 1 980 1981 
4999 01 SCIENCE & MATHEMATICS 
LIM ~S TciNE COLLEG E l 0 
4 999 02 INDIVI DUALIZED CURRICULUM PROGRhM 
COLUMBIA COLLEGl:: 12 15 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY ___ 11 ___ a ----- --- ---·-- -------SUBTOTAL 23 23 0 0 0 0 
4 99 9 03 L18 ERAL TECHNICAL STUDIES 
MURRI S COLL EGE 0 0 
4999 04 ART S MANAGEMENT 
f-.JEWBERRY COLLEGE 0 3 
itS99 05 INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 0 
4999 06 INT E~DE PARTMENTAL STUDIES 1\ '!I I' ' r 1 I I ' 
COLUM8IA COLLEG E 18 20 
WGFFORC COLLEGE ----- ____ l ·----- ----- ---- -----SUB TOTAL 18 21 0 . 0 0 u 
TOT AL INT ERDISC IPLINARY STUDIES 459 45d 0 0 0 0 
' )'1'f \ )( ·•~"~ If ,11 
u.~. u. 1:. PROGRAM NAMES B AC CA LAUR E AT E MASTl:R'S + 1ST DOCT OR ' S 
TAXU NUM Y + INSTITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1980 1 981 1980 1981 1 9 80 l.S S l 
0501 OU tiUS IN ESS AND COMMERCE, GENERAL 
. LAN Cl:R · cuLL l:: GE ' 
U • S • l • · - LO L UM B I A 160 . 169 8 9 
llENEDICT COLLEG E 2 0 
COLUMBIA COLLEG E 0 
ERSKIN E COLLEGE 20 23 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE ___ i1 ___ Zl ----- ---- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 43 44 16 0 169 6 9 
0 502 00 ACCOUNTING 
CL EM SON · UNlVERSITY 53 52 
LANDER COLLl:GE 
S .C. STATE COLLE GE 3 3 40 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 175 172 26 22 
UAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARL ESTON 17 3 1 
oENEDICT COLLEGE 19 9 
BOB JONES UNIVER SITY 41 48 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 29 9 
C •KER CCLL EGE 1 2 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 0 0 
FR I EN DSHIP COLLEGE 0 
FURMA N UNIVERSITY i, 11/tJ' I I i" l06 106 
NEWBERR Y COLLEGE 9 13 
WO FF ORD COLLEGE ___ 1.a 1 7 ------ -·---- ----- ---- -----SUBTOTAL 501 494 26 22 0 0 
0504 00 FINANCE . 
U.S.C . - COLUMBIA 85 106 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 0 0 
LI MES TONE COLLEGE ----- ----- ----- ----- ---- -----SU!3 TOTAL 85 106 0 0 0 0 
\l nw' •II\' , i, 
0504 01 BAN KING AND FINANCE 
BENED ICT COLLEGE 13 7 
u. s . u.E. Ph.OGRAM NAMES BACCALAUR EAT E MASTER'S + l ST DOC TO R. ' S 
TA XONOMY + INSTITUTlONS PROFl:SS ION AL 
1 980 1981 1980 1981 1980 1981 
0506 00 MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATION · 
Tt-E ClTADEL . 19 4 144 33 24 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 26 47 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 154 153 
FRANClS MARION COLLEGE 50 61 
s.c. STATE CGLLEGE 74 85 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA' 181 219 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 33 29 
u .s.c,. - COASTAL CAROLlNA 43 64 
U. S.C. - SPARTANBURG 55 73 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 126 151 45 43 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 18 9 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 31 47 
tlENEDICT COLLEGE 29 17 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 38 48 
CENT RAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 0 13 
CCKER COLLEGE 9 8 
COLUMBll\ COLLEGE 13 8 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 0 0 26 . 38 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 43 0 
VOORHEE S COLLEGE 
l 1 If~ 
---~.Q ___ 22 · --·--- ----- --- ----SUBTOTAL L 115 l ' 1184 13 0 152 0 0 
0 50 6 01 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
LAND ER COLLEGE 84 90 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 0 0 
FRIENOShIP COLLEGE ____ 2, ____ Q. ----- ---- ---- -----SUtlTOTAL 89 9 0 0 0 0 0 
0 50 6 02 llUS lNESS ADMIN . (DATA PROCESSING) 
u.s.c . - SPARTANBURG 0 0 
t f 't , ·, 1'-.· ... J,. 
U508 00 HOT EL/RESTAUkANT MANAGEMENT 
BAPTI ST COLL EGE AT CHARLESTON 0 5 
( 
BACCA LAU REATE MA STER I S + l ST DOCTOR Is 
PROFESSIONAL 
DEGREES AWARC ED BY lNSTlTUTION 1 980 19 81 19 80 1981 1 9 80 1981 
TH E CITADEL 465 398 266 207 0 0 
CL EMS ON UNIVERSITY 1 793 1789 612 564 29 3 1 
COLL EGE OF CHARLESTON 56 7 599 46 66 0 0 
FRANCI S MAR10N COLLEGE 296 33 3 96 . 50 0 0 
LAN De R COLLEGE 248 257 0 0 0 0 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 252 256 183 246 10 1 0 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 506 553 l 61 16 7 0 0 
U.S.L. - COLUMBIA 2 825 2985 1607 1684 146 155 
U. S. C. - AIK EN 12 6 1 1 8 0 0 0 0 
U.S. C. - COASTAL -CAROLINA 2 56 238 0 0 0 0 
U.S.L. - SPARTANBURG 275 303 0 0 0 0 
WINTH RO P COLLEG E 589 6 14 330 286 0 0 
ALL EN UNIVER S ITY 52 45 0 0 0 0 
BA PTIST CO LLE GE AT CHARLESTON 228 302 0 0 0 ' O 
BENE UI CT COLLEG E 348 212 0 0 0 0 
BOB J ONES UNIVE RSITY 706 676 113 110 6 9 
t~NTR AL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 8 2 81 0 0 0 0 
CL AFLI N COLU: GE 12 7 1 1 8 0 0 0 0 
COK cR CU LL EGE 77 51 0 0 0 0 
COLU MB IA BIBLE COLLEGE 96 9 9 14 49 0 0 
COLU MB I A CO LLEGE 1.59 175 0 0 0 0 
CONV ERS E CULLE GE 16 5 163 1 1 4 . 12 3 0 0 
ERSKIN E COL LEGE '1' 1 3 7 I ' · 101 17 7 0 0 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 456 50 3 78 1 00 0 0 
LIM E~TONE COLLEG E 277 32 2 0 0 0 0 
LUTH~RAN THEOLOG1CAL SEM INARY 0 0 3 2 26 0 4 
MORR IS COLLEGE 125 96 0 0 0 0 
NEwB l:RF- Y COLLEGE 165 159 0 0 0 0 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 154 178 0 0 0 0 
SOUTHi: RN METHOCIST COLLEGE 5 5 0 0 0 0 
VOORHE ES CO LLEGE 148 115 0 0 0 0 
WOFFURD COL LEGE __ .Zflft -l~l ____ Q __ , __ Q. ____ Q ____ Q 
GRAND TOTA L 11 956 12031 3669 3685 19 l 209 




+ INSTlTUTION S 
5001 00 HUSINESS & tOMME~CE, GENERAL 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 
BGB JONES UNIVERSITY 
FRIENOShlP CCLLEGE 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE 
U.S.C. - GENERAL STUDIES 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
( 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORA NGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WI LLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YO RK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5001 01 COMM ERCIAL SCIENCE 
U.S.C. - GENERAL STUDIES 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 
U.S.C. - UNION 
SUBTO TAL 
5001 02 BUSINESS ADMINISTRATlON 
FRIENDSHIP COLLEGE 
5002 00 ACCOUNTING 
FRIENOShIP COLLEGE 
,', t ' ~ 





























































u . s . o .E. PROGRAM NAMES 
TA XONOMY + INSTITUTIONS 
5002 00 ACCOUNT ING 
AlKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE · 
BEA UFORT TECHNICAL COLL~GE · 
CH ESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL CO~LEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEG E 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMT ER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TkIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5003 00 BANK1NG & F1NANCE 
FRIENDSHIP COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNILAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
1\ i 
4
~ ~' ' I SUBTOTAL I . 
5004 01 RETAIL MANAGEMENT 
U. S.C. - GENERAL STUDIES 
5004 02 MA RKETING 
BEA UFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORE NCE-DARLINGTON TECHNI CAL COLLEGE 
GREEN VILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLAND S TECHNICAL COLLEGE , 
, , ) , ·, f• .. ,,I,· 
CERTIFICATE 
1980 19 81 
2 
----- ----2 0 

























































5004 02 MARKETING 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE . 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTtR AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5004 03 MANAGEMENT 
5 004 04 
FRIENDSHIP COLLEGE 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
C~ ESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRID EN T TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SU~TOTAL 
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY ,·, >II 
AlKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLO~ENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MID LANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5004 05 MANAGEMENT TRAINING 
FRIENDShIP COLLEGE 


























































u.s. o. E. PROGRAM NAMES CERTIFICATE ASSOCIATE 
TAXONOMY + INSTlTUTIONS 1960 1981 1 980 1981 
500 4 0 5 MANAGEMENT TRAIN~NG 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TEC HNICAL COLLEGE ' ----- ---- ----- ----SUBTOTAL 0 0 2 0 
5004 U6 REAL ESTATt MANAGEMENT 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 8 8 
5 004 07 MEDICAL UNIT MANAGEMENT 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 
5004 08 INSURANCE MANAGEMENT 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE ---- ---- ---~ ____ !?, SUBTOTAL 0 0 4 5 
5004 09 RETAIL MERCHANDISING AND MARKETING 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE 0 9 
1\ I t~ 
; ( 
5005 01 SECRETARIAL TECHNOLOGY 
LANDER COLLEGE 3 5 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 4 9 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 
VOORHEES COLLEGE 0 l 
U.S.C. - .LANCASTER 
U.S.C. - UNION 4 3 
ANDERSON COLLEGE ____ l ____ 2, ___ l.Q ___ lQ 
SUBTOTAL 1 9 27 28 
5005 02 SECRETARIAL SCI ENCE , , >-'\ ., ' \1°"· u(I ,· 
U.S.C. - GENERAL STULlI ES 59 52 
u.s. o. E. 
TAXONOMY 
PROGRAM NAM ES. 
+ INSTITUTIONS 
5005 02 SECRETARIAL SCltNCE 
5 00 5 0 3 
u.s.C. - LANCASTER 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
C~ESTERFIELD-MARLBURO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TE CHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORA NGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PI EDMO NT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMT ER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
STENOGR APHY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL LOLLEGE 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ChESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLt ~hE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLL EGE 
GREEN VILLE TECHNICAL COLL EGE 
HORRY -GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLAN DS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIE DMON T TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANtiURG TECHNICAL CO LLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHN ICAL CO LL EGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDEN T TECHNICAL COLLEGE 




















































7 . 18 
38 27 




500~ 03 ' 
PROGRAM ,· NAMES 
. + INSTITUTIONS 
' '/ ' 
' • • • • • • • j • ', 1 
' · . ' •. I ... , · 1 . t' · ,, ', 1 :· I' ' ! 
STENO GRAP HY ' ': .' .. ' · ' · . . . I l' ' . ' ,• • I 
W'lLLIAMSBURG : lECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK . 1T Ec'HN I CAL COL'LEGE · ' ' 
SUBTOTAL . 
5005 04 CLER1CAL ASSISTANT 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN' TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5005 05 GE:NERAL OFFICE 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
UENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEOMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
1 ' , 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE ·~'iff~ii\~'.\\~"~· I•,· ~~· 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBT OTAL . 
5005 07 WARD CLERK SECRETARY 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5005 08 COURT REPORTING 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
1¥.,._~ tl'#J~1'f!r-;, t,I 











































12 ___ ti 
204 
,'1 
AS SOC! A TE 
I 1980 1981 
I 
/, ' 











5006 01 COSMETOLOGY 
liEAUFORT T ECHNl CAL COLLEGE ,· 
o·ENMARK iECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5006 02 BARB ERING 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5008 01 RADIO & T . V BROADCASTING TECHNOLOGY 
S UMT ER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5008 02 BROADCAST ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
500 9 00 PRINTING TECHNOLOGY 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
)\· ' '' } I' ,, I ' 1" I ' 
5010 02 HOTEL, MOTEL,~ RESTAURANT MANAGEMEN T 
liEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEG E 
HORRY-GEORGE TOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5010 03 HOTEL/MOTEL/REST AURA NT 
FLORtNCE-OARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5010 04 INSTITUTIONAL ADMINISTRATION 
U.S.C. - GENERAL STUDIES 











































5011 01 TRANSP ORTATION M~NAGEMENT 
FRlENDShlP COLLEGE ,· 
FLJRENCE~OARLINGTON TEC8NICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5011 u2 TRUCK DR1VER 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5012 00 CCMMERClAL GRAPHICS 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRlDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SU8TOTAL 
5012 02 GRAPHIC COMMUNICATIONS 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5099 01 BUSINESS EDUCATION 
( 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 
lt •~l 1• I 1 / 
U.S.C. - UN10N 
CLINT ON JR. COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
509 9 02 OFFlCE ADMINISTRATION 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE 
5099 03 BUSI NE SS ADMINISTRATION 
S OUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE 














AS SOC! ATE 
1980 1981 





























PRUGRAM NAM ES 
+ IN STITUTIONS 
5099 04 FASHION MER(HANDISI~G 
WINTHROP COLLEGE . 
FRIENDSHiP CCLLEGE 
ANDERSON COLLEGE 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGt 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5099 05 SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENT 
SPARTANBJ~G METHODIST COLLEGE 
5099 06 INT ER IGR DESIGN . 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
TOTAL 8USINESS AND COMMER CE TECHNOLOGI ES 
5101 00 DATA PROCESSING 
( 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEG'f'lt r' i ', (1 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGt 
SPARTANBURG TECHNILAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5101 02 DATA PROCESSING ASSISTANT 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
, r ?'\ ff 1,· V'l ~-t II I, 
I ' 
CERTIFICATE ASSOC IATE 






___ J.Z ___ 1.z ----·- ---
34 19 36 41 
l 0 10 9 
3 






42 0 0 
0 0 
----- ---- ___ _Q ____ Q 




PR OGRAM NAM ES 
+ INS TITUTIO NS 
5103 UO COMPUTER PROqRAMMlNG · 
SPART ANBURG METHUDIST COLLEGE 
G'REEN VILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIULANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRID EN T TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YOR K TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5104 00 DATA PROCESSIN~ ASSISTANT 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLL EGE 
SUbTOTA L 
TOTAL DATA PROCESSING TECHNOLOGIES 
5201 07 MED ICATION TECHNOLOGY 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
I 
.,, 1!, t f 1 I I 1:1 1 ' 
5202 01 DENTAL ASSISTING 
TRID ENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5202 02 DENTAL ASSISTANT 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORi NCE-UARLIN GTON TECHNICAL COLL EGE 
GREEN VILLE TE CHNICAL COLLEGE 
MID LANDS TECHNICAL COLL EGc 
SPART ANBURG TECHNICAL COLL EGE 
i f ' r \ w ir· J,,' ,. -.. r ,· , 1 


















































I u.s.o.E. PRO GRAM NAMES CERTIFICATE AS sue I A TE 
T Axor~ OMY + I NSTITUTIONS 1980 19 81 1980 1981 
5 20 2 0 2 DENTAL A5SI STANT·' 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE ___ lQ ___ lQ. ----- ---SUBTOTAL 72 57 0 0 
5 203 00 fJENTAL 1-:YGIENE 
FLOKENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 17 16 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 15 16 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL ' COLLEGE --- ----- _ _12_ _Zl SUBTOTAL 0 0 48 53 
5 204 00 DENTAL L~BORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 12 4 
TRID ENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ----- ---1~ _ · _.a SUBTOTAL 0 0 27 12 
5 20 5 0 l CEF~TIFIE:D LAB ASSISTANT 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ---- ---- ----SUIHOTAL 0 0 0 0 
ll•~h• ,, ,, (I I ' 
5205 02 MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNOLOGY 
FLORE NCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLE GE 1 0 15 
GR EEN VILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 19 11 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 13 15 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 9 8 
~PARTAN BU~G TECHNICAL COLLEGE 12 3 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 15 8 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 10 11 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ----- __ _2 _.iQ SUBTOTAL 0 0 94 81 
, r•.,..\"' 11· '1! ... "' '"1* ,. ' ,, 
5 20 5 0 3 HIS TOTECHNOLOGY 
TRIDENT TECHNILAL COLLEGE 5 3 14 4 
u.s.o.E. 
T AXUNOMY 
PRO GRAM NAM ES 
+ INSTITUTIONS 
' 
5206 00 ANIMAL hEAL~H TEtHNOLOGY 
TRI-COU~TY TECHNlCAL CO~L EGE 
5207 00 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY 
FLORtNCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5208 01 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANeURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 





U.S.C. - AIKEN 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 
u. s .c. - SPARTANBURG 
U.S.C. - LANCAST ER 
r 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLE'G~ •· • • 
GREENVILL E TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5208 02 TECHNICAL NURSING 
u.s . ~. - COLUMBIA 
5208 03 NURSlNG EDUCATION 
BAPT IST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 
( ' , I ' 







AS SOC! A TE 












































LJ . S . O. E. 
TA XONO MY 
PRO GRAM NA ME S 
+ I NSTITUTIO NS 
( 
5209 Ul PRA CTICAL. NU~SIN ~ 
BEAUFURT TECHNICAL COLLEGE , 
GRE ENVILLE· TECHNICAL CO~LEGE 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGc 
PI EDMO NT T ECHN I CAL COLLEGE 
TRID ENT TECHNICAL ' COLL EGE 
SUl3TOTAL 
5209 02 NURSING ASSISTANT 
CH ESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEG E 
5 211 00 SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY 
FLOR ENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLL~GE 
GREENVILL E TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDL AN DS TECHNICAL CULLEGE 
PI ED MONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPA RTANBURG TECHNICAL COLL EGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
~UBTOTAL ~•rh ' , 
5 2 12 Ul OPT OM ETRIC TECHNOLOGY 
GRcEN VlLLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
52 12 02 OPHTHALMIC TECHNOLOGY 
TRIDENT TECHNI CAL COLLEGE 
5213 00 MEDICAL RECORDS TECHNO LO GY 
1' 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON , I 'l'\ ,, I~ >11 •-4 ~ I f 
I ' 
' ' 
CERTIFICAT E AS SO C l AT E 






__ .J.2 ___ .:ii ---- ----129 143 0 0 
0 4 
12 1 3 
7 l 7 . 
12 7 
41 21 




u.s.0.1:. PR OG RAM NAMES CERT I FI CAT E AS SOC I A TE T AXONLJMY + INSTITUTIONS 1980 1981 1980 19 81 
5 213 OU ME DICAL RECORDS 7ECHNOLOGY 
FRIENDSHJP COLLEGE ,· __ u ----- --- ----SUtHOTAL 0 0 3 4 
52.i..4 00 MEDICAL ASSISTANT TECHNOLOGY 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 10 10 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ----- __ .l..l __ ,{i SUBTUTAL 0 0 21 18 
5214 01 MEDICAL LAB OFFICE ASSISTANT 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 23 13 
5214 03 MEUICAL SECRETARY 
FRIENDSHIP COLLEGE 0 
5215 00 RESPIRATORY THERAPY 
fLORENCE-OARLINGTON TECHNICAL CULLEGE 10 12 
GRcENVILL~ TECHNICAL COLLEGE 12 5 13 0 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 17 6 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEG~' 1~ ' ,, ' r' I , 0 12 
PI~DMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 8 5 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 7 5 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE ___ Q ____ Q. ---- -----SUBTOTAL 30 34 37 11 
5219 uo PHYSICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 15 7 
5299 02 EXTRA CGRPOREAl CIRCULATORY TECHNOLOGY 
TRID EN T TECHNICAL COLLEGE , f ' 't\ W ._.,~ ..- .. I' 
TOTAL HEALTH SERVICES AND PARAMEDICAL TECH. 346 346 790 625 
u.s. o.E. 
TAXONOMY 
PROGRAM NAM ES 
+ INSTITUTIONS 
5301 01 GENERAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICA,L COLLEGE 
GREENVIL(E TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5301 02 
5 30 l 0 3 
MIDLANDS TELHNICAL COLLEGE . 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANHURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
CIVIL ENGINEERING AIDE 
~UMTER AREA TECHNILAL COLLEGE 
GENERAL TECHNOLOGY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ChESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREEN VILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE J'i ••t I •I 1 , t'' 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-C ALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRID ENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUtHOTAl 
1 r '"\ ff '"' ¥'\'" " ' I, 
I• 
. '
CERTIFICAT E ASSOCIATE 









·---- ·----- ____ J ___ .Q 

















----- ----- __ .2.2 __ ,Z,Q 





5302 00 AIRLRAFT MAINTENANCE TECHNOCOGY 
FLO~ENCE~OARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5302 02 AVIATION TECHNOLOGY 
FLORENCE-DARL1NGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5303 01 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-UARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTAN8URG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5303 02 INDUSTRIAL DRAFTING ,J\ ••1t 1 1 ' t' 
A I K EN T EC HI~ IC AL CO LL E GE 
HURRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
S UMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLtGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGt 
SUBTO TAL 
, I l'r\ h , ... \1 -- , II I j 
5304 00 ARCHIT ECT URAL ENGINEER1NG TECHNOLOGY 










































































PRO GRAM NAM ES 
+ lNSTITUTIONS 
5304 00 ARCHITECTURAL EN~INEERING TECHNOLOGY 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE I 
TRIDENT tECHNICAL t • LLE~E 
SUBTOTAL 
5305 01 CHEMICAL TECHNOLOGY 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5305 U2 CH EMICAL ENGINcERING TECHNOLOGY 
TRID ENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5 305 03 CHEMICAL LAB ASS)STANT 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
G~EENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SU8TOTAL 
5306 00 AUTO/DIEScL TECHNOLOGY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
UEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE )\"11·, 1 ·1 , t' 
CH ESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PI EDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUUTOTAL 
5306 01 AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY 



















AS SO CI A TE 
















u.s. 0. 1: . 
T AXONLJMY 
PR OGRAM NAMES 
+ INST !TUT IONS 
5306 01 AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY 
13 EAU FOR T T EC HN I CA L C O L L E G E , · 
C hEST ERF,I ELD.:..MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
P H:iJMONT TECHNICAL ' COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YOkK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
530b 02 AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE l\•~I , 1 ' 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANG EBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
1 , ,, ·, l'f '",II'' 4 • ' ' 














































































5306 03 AUTOMOTiVE MECHANkC 
GREENVIL~E TECHNICAL COLLEGG · 
ORANGEB0~G~CALHOUN TECHNiCAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
-5306 04 POWER Ml::CHANICS 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5306 05 AUTO BOCY REPAIR 
BEAUFOR T TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GR EENV ILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TELHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIE DMO NT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
l"J l\f t j ' , , ,f, ( 1 
5307 01 AUTGMO TIV E TECHNOLOGY (DIESEL OPTI ON ) 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHN ICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLING TON TECHNICAL COLLEG E 
HORRY-GEORG ETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIOLANOS TECHNI CAL COLLEGE 







































u.s.u.i::. PROGRAM NAMES CERTIF I CATE ASSOCIAT E 
TA XONOMY + INSTITUTIONS 1980 1981 1980 1981 
530 7 01 AUTOMOTlVE ' TECHNOLOGY ( DIESEL OPTlON) 
ORANGEHURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
PIEDM• Ni TECHNICAL COLL~GE . 0 
SPARTAN~URG TECHNICAL COL LEGE 0 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
YURK TECHNICAL COLLEGE ·----2. ----- --- ----SUBTUTAL 2 0 0 0 
5307 02 DIESEL EQ UIPMENT MECHANIC 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 2 
GRlENVlLLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 2 2 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 16 16 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE ___ .l!t. ___ _J --- ---SUIHUTAL 32 23 0 0 
5308 00 rlELDING 
AIKtN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 3 
ChESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEG E 2 2 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 7 l 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLE~•~l i ' ' t'' 3 5 
GREENVILL~ TECHNICAL COLLEGE 7 0 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 7 10 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 23 17 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 20 32 
SPARTANEURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 55 5:i 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 11 9 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 20 26 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 20 23 
WILLI AMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 3 





5308 ul WELDING TECHNOLOGY 
AIKEN TECHN I CAL COLLEGE 
GREEN~IL(E TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
URANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEG~ 
SUBTOTAL 
5309 01 CIVIL ENGINEERING'TECHNOLOGY 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHN)CAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUtiTOTAL 
5309 u2 CI VlL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (SURVEYING) 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TR IDE:NT TECHNICAL COLLEGE ~•:tt 1 1 ', 1'1 
SUl3TOTAL 
5310 Ul ~LECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COL LEGE 
C~ESTERFIELD-MAkLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DEN MARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORE NCE-DAR LINGTON TECHNICAL COLLtGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIOLANO~ TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PI EDMON T ·TECHNICAL COLLEGE 




























































PRO GRAM NAM ES 
+ INSTITUTIUNS 
5310 01 ELECTRONICS ENGI~EERIN~ ' TECHNOLOGY 
SPARTANUURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TkI-C OUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRID ENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5310 02 ELiCTRONICS SERVICING 
MIOLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
( 
5310 03 ELEC TRONICS SERVICING TECHNOLOGY 
CH ES TERFIELU-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 11 '1~1 • 1 ' r" 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5310 04 RAUlO & TV REPAIR 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5310 05 SEW ING MACHINE MECHANICS 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 





























AS sue I A TE 
1 980 1981 
8 
21 






















u. s .o. c. 
T AXONUMY 
PF. OGRAM NAM ES 
+ INSTITUTIONS 
5310 06 ELECTRICAL ENGIN~ER1NG TECHNOLOGY 
M lDLANO!:i TECHNICAL COLLEGE ,· 
TRID~NT TECHNICAL COLLE~E 
SUBTuTAL 
5310 07 WATCHMAKING 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5311 00 iLECTRO-MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECH. 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5311 Ol tNtRGY MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-G EORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEG~ 
SUBTOTAL 
5312 01 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TcCHNOLOGY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLtGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNJCAL COLLEGE 
( 
GR EENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE ·"''11·1 • 1 ' , t' 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLL EGE 
SU8TOTAL . 
5312 02 MAC HINE TOOL TECHNOLOGY 
AIK EN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ChES TERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
I• 
•, f ., ', !'f ·'·vr··• tl ,, l 1· ~ ' 




















































Pk OGRAM NAM ES 
+ INSTITUTIONS 
5312 uz MACHINE TOOL TECHNOLOGY 
FLORENCE~DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVIL(E TfCHNJCAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
URANGEBUkG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-C OUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SU BTO TAL 
5312 03 INDUSTRIAL MAINTENANCE MECHANICS 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILU: TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT T~CHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
( 
S UMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 1•' '.11·1 ' ' , 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUbTOTAL 
5312 04 MACHINE TO OL 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLL~GE 
UEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
CH ESTERFitLO-MARLBORO TEC HNICAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORE NCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEG E 







































































PR OGRAM NAMES 
+ IN STlTUTll)NS 
MACHINE TOOL 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY~GE6RGETOWN TECHNICAL 'COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEUURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PI EDMO NT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANtiURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMT~R AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMStlURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
TOOL & DIE MAKlNG 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEOMUNT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TtChNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
( 
.I~ •:ii• I I • 11 
5312 06 INDUS TRIAL LAB ASSISTANT 
ORANGEB URG-LALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUUTOTAL 
5312 07 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
tlEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLtG E 
•, f ,., ~ .,. T l• v, .. ~· ~ ., l ,, • 1 
CERT I FI CAT f: 





































AS SOC I ATE 




u. s .o. E. 
TAXONOMY 
PROGRAM NAM ES 
+ INSTITUTIONS 
5312 07 I NDUS TRIAL ' ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS 
CH ESTER~lELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DEN MARK TECHNICAL COLLE~E 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY- GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGE • URG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMT~R AREA TECHNitAL COLLEGE 
TRl-LOUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRID ENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
Wl LLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNI CAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5312 08 R. C. l. ELECTRICITY 
HORRY-GEURGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5312 09 INDUSTR IAL ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
Ch ES1 ERFI ELO-MARL~ORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLI NGTO N TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE t, •·111 ' 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
~PARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5312 .l O PlPEFITTING 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
'1 I ~ ' I '- ,~~ • I j 
I ' 
CERTIFIC.ATE 

































AS SOCIAT E 





u. s .o. E. 
T AXON CJ MY 
PROGRAM NAM ES 
+ INSTITUT10NS 
( 
5312 10 PIPEFITT1NG 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUUTOTAL 
5312 11 BOILERMAKING 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEG~ 
5312 12 INDUSTRIAL ELECTRICITY/ELECTRONICS TECH. 
CHESTERFIELU-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HCRRY-GEORG~TOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPAKTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5313 01 TEXTILE MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ChESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENV1LLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5313 02 MANAGEMENT TRAINING: DYEING & FINISHING 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5314 00 ELtCTRONIC lNSTRUMENTATION TECHNOLOGY 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 






















































u.s .o.E . 
T AXUNOMY 
PR OG RAM NAMES 
+ INSTlTUTlONS 
5315 OU MECHANICA L ENGIN~ERING TECHNULOGY 
A lKEN TECHN lCAL COLLEGE ,· 
GREENVIL~E TECHNICAL CO(LEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNlCAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
S PAkTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5316 Ul NUCLEAR ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRl-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRID EN T TECHNICAL CO LLEGE 
SUbTOTAL 
53i7 01 OUILDING CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 
bEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5317 02 CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLltGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5317 03 CLIMATc CONTROL TECHNOLOGY 
AI KEN TECHNICAL LOLLEGE 
l, ,,t, l , 
1































































+ INST lTUTIONS 
5317 03 CLIMATE CONTROL ·TECHNOLOGY 
U EAU FORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE ,· 
CHEST ER~1ELD-MARLBORO recHNICAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNlCAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN' TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMO NT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL , 
5317 04 AIR CONCITIONlNG/REFRIGERATION MECH. 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
CHcSTERfIELO-MARLBURO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GRE l: NV ILL E TECHNICAL COLLEGE .t', l'I~ , , 1 ' 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TcCHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTMH3URG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER ARfA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRID ENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILL IAMSB URG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 




















































AS SU CI A TE 





u.s. a. E. 
TAXONOMY 
PROGRAM f'IAM ES 
+ INSTITUTIONS 
5317 05 CLlMATf:. CONTROL ·TECHNOLOGY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLL~GE · 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-OARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GR EE NVILLE Tf:CHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN' TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PicDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMT ER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5317 Ob CARPENTRY 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
( 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
1'1 f •· ~ I 1 1 ' f 
5317 U7 CABI N~ T MAKING 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5317 pa MASONRY 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 















































Pk OGRAM NAM ES 
+ INST IT UT IONS 
5317 08 MA SONR Y 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE , 
TRI-COU~TY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMStlURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUOTOTAL 
5317 09 PLUMBING 
DEN MARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
G~EENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPA RTANBU RG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUbTUTAL 
5317 10 PIPEFI TTING 
DENMARK TECHNILAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TEC HNICAL COLLEGE 
SU BTOT AL 
53 17 11 METAL FABRICATION 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDL ANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUB TOTAL 
( 
.1\ I '\I, I I ' I ' I ' 
5 317 12 ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION~ MAINTENANC E 
SUMT ER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5317 13 HEAVY EQUIPMENT OPERATOR 
GREEN VILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MID LANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUB TOTAL 
5399 03 SAFETY AND HEALTH ENGINEERING TECH. 
MIDL ANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 








































ASSOC I AT E 










PRU GRAM NAM ES 
+ INST ITUTlUNS 
53S9 U3 SAFETY ANci HEALtH ENGIN~ERI~G TECH. 
JRlDENT •TECHNlCAL .COLLEGE ,· 
~UBTOTAL 
( 
5399 04 INDUSTRIAL SAFETY AND HEALTH MGT. TECH. 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TOTAL MECHANICAL AND ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
5401 UO NATURAL SCIENCE 
FRIENDSHIP CCLLEGE 
5402 01 HORTICULTURAL TECHNOLOGY 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGc 
SUBTOTAL 
5402 02 HORTICULTURE (POMOLOGY) 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE l , 1;,l· ! 
1 ', I 
5402 03 AG. CHEMICAL & MECHANIZATION TECHNOLOGY 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5402 04 AGRONOMY 
FLORcNCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5 40 2 0 5 ANIMAL & PLANT SCIENCE I I 

































5402 06 ANIMAL SCIENCE 
TRI-COUN!Y TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5402 07 DAIRY SCIENCE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5402 08 POULTRY SCIENCE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5402 09 HORTICULTURE SERVICE ASSISTANT 
MlDLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
( 
5402 10 FARM MACHINERY TECHNICIAN 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5402 11 SWINE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY 
FUJRENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEG"el·, 1 ' , 1 
5403 00 FORtSTRY 
HORRY-GEORGElOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5404 00 FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
OENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVlLLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 




































5404 01 FOOD SERVI'CE 
D 1:NMARK , T EC HNI CAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TfCHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5404 U2 FOOD SERVICE TECHNOLOGY 
DENMARK TECHNICAl COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SU8TUTAL 
5405 01 CCMMERCIAL SEWING 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5405 UZ INDUSTRIAL SEWING 
WILLIAMSBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5405 03 TAILORING 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5405 04 SHOc REPAIRING 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5406 00 COMMERCIAL FISHING 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
( 
/,1 't}, I· I ., 
5408 01 ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE H •, •· <'1 ' • 1 • 
CERTI FICATE 
1980 1981 































5408 02 ENVIRONMENTAL OP~RATIONS ASSISTANT 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER iREA TECHNICAL CbLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5408 03 cNVIRONMENTAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5499 01 DIET THERAPY 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
TOTAL NATURAL SCIENCE .TECHNOLOGIES 
5501 00 HUMAN SERVICES 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEOMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
( 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE ,', I 'll· " I I ( 
SUl:HOTAL 
55 0 2 CO BIBLE STUDY 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
COLUMBIA .BIBLE COLLEGE 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5503 00 ECUC ATION TECHNOLOGIES 










































u.s . o . E. 
T AXO.\JOMY 
PR OGRAM NAM ES 
+ INSTITUTIGNS 
5503 Ul ChlLD DEVELOPMENT 
U.S . C. - GENERAL STUD1ES 
5503 02 VGCA1IONAL-TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
AIKEN TECHNICAL CO LLEGE 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEG E 
FLURtNCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TfCHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY -GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MI DLAN DS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
O~ANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER ARcA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YOR K TELHNICAL COLLEGE 
SuBTOTAL 
5503 03 CHILD DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANT 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5503 04 CHILD CARE ASSISTANT 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5505 01 POL1CE SCIENCE 
U.S . C. - AIKEN 
u. s.c . - LANCAST ER 
SUBTOT AL 
1\1' I 
,· 1 , , ,, ,i,,, .. .. . ,!
CERTIFICATE 
19 80 1981 
-----
0 



































5505 02 PENOLOGY 
U.S.C. - GENERAL STUDIES 
5505 03 CRIMlNAL JUSTICE 
u.s.c. - AIKEN 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 
SPARTANBURG METHDDlST COLLEGE 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHN1CAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNiCAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TtCHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5505 04 LAW ENFORCEMENT 
u.s.c. - GENERAL STUDIES 
5506 01 GOLF COURSE MANAGEMENT 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5506 02 PARKS OPERATION 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGc 
5506 03 LEISURE SERVICES 
SPARTAN8URG METHODIST COLLEGE 
,I\ I 't t I I I ( I 



























• u.s. o. E. PROGRAM NAMES CERT I FI CATE ASSOCIATE 
T AXONU MY + INST !TUT IONS 1980 19 81 1980 1981 
5507 uo F IR I:: S C I ENCE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE ·· 7 4 
5 50 8 00 LEGAL ASSISTANT 
GRE ENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 13 14 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE --- ----- ___ .lo. ____ 2 SUBTOTAL 0 0 29 23 
5 50 8 02 PAR ALEGAL TECHNOLOGY 
FRIENDSr.IP CGLLEGE 0 
5 50 8 03 PuSTAL SERVICE MANAGEMENT 
fRIENUSr.lP COLLEGE 0 
5 599 01 EARLY ChlLDHOOD EDUCATION 
LANDER COLLEGE 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE ____ l ___ z ___ 12 ___ '2_ 
SUBTOTAL 7 2 12 6 
,,. , 11 · I ' I ' 
I 
5599 02 CHILD DEVELOPMENT 
WI NTHROP COLLEGE 0 
5 59 9 03 INTERPRETI NG ARTS FOR COMM. W1 TH DEAF 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST CQL LEGE 2 7 17 
TOTAL PUBLIC SER VICE TECHNOLOGIES 103 1 03 638 652 
1 1 t, \\ • j 
5600 00 GENE KAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES 




Ph• GRAM NAMES 
+ 11\ ~TITUTIONS 
5600 00 GENERA L LIUERAL AR TS & SCIENCES 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
U.S.C. - AIK EN 
U.S.C. - COAS TAL CAROL1NA 
U.S . C. - S~ARTAN8URG 
dAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 
FR l ENDSHI P COLLEGE 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE 
U .S . C. - BEAUFORT . 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 
U. S.C . - . SALKEHATCHIE 
u. S.C . - SUMTER 
U.S. C. - UNION 
J\ND ER SON COLLEGE 
CLINTON JR. COLLEGE 
NGRTH GREEN VILLE COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GR ~E NVILL E TECHNICA L COLL EGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-C OUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL ... ... '' ', I 
5600 01 SOCIAL SCIE NC E 
CERTIFICATE 
1 980 1981 

















l 08 101 
101 77 





__ _1.2 __ .l!i 
895 934 
FRIENDSHIP COL LE GE 0 
5600 02 ECO~OMICS 
FRIENDS~IP COLLEGE 0 
TOTAL GENERAL LI BERAL ARTS ANO SCIENCES 0 0 895 934 
'1 I 1' ' ' , ' \\ ,I ~ .I' 
r 
TOTAL CERTIFICATES AND ASSOCIATE DEGREES AWARDED 
CL EMSON U~IVERSITY 
FRANCIS .MARION COLLEGE 
LANDER COLLEtE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 
U.S.C. - AlKEN 
u.s.L. - COASTAL CAROLINA 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 
WINTHROP COLLEGE . 
BAPTIST COLLEGE AT CHARLESTON 
BOB JONES JNIVERSITY 
CGLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE 
FRI EN DSHIP COLLEGE 
SOUTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE 
VOORH EE S COLLEGE 
U.S. C. - BEAUFORT 
U.S.C. - GENERAL STUDIES 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 
u.s.c. - SALKEHATCHIE 
U.S.C. - SUMTER 
u.s.c. - UNION 
ANDERSON COLLEG E 
CLINTON JR. COLLEGE 
NORTH GREENVILLE COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE 
AIKtN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
1\1 , 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ChtSTERFlt LO-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DENMARK TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLOR EN CE-DAR LINGTON TECHNICAL COLL~G E 
GR EE NVILL E TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-GEO RGETOW N TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MlDLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-~OUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRID ENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMS BURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 







































































































































































TOTAL CERTIFICATES AND ASSOCIATE DEGkE ~S AWAKDED 
YORK TECHNICAL GOLLEGE · 
GRAND TOT AL 
,!\ I. ~ 1 I I 
, , '• ·,1· I 
CE RT IF l CATE 
1980 1981 




AS SOC 1 A TE 
1980 198 l 
__ 1.6.2. 
5151 
__ .2,Q.2 
5016 
